Welcome to the Seventies

From bellbottoms and peace signs, to disco balls and Studio 54, today’s society has been greatly influenced by the Seventies. Look around, the styles of clothing have lasted throughout the decades and have reappeared. Music from this decade has become legendary.

Ideas and beliefs still linger in the minds of the generations. Media coverage has opened doors to the advances our society has today.

The computer and advancements in technology from the Seventies up until today have become necessary in the lives of Americans. Historians make the point to say how history repeats itself. Looking at today’s society, IT HAS! Welcome to the Seventies ... Again!

Passaic Valley High School
Little Falls, N.J. 07424
www.PVHS.K12.NJ.us
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The Yearbook Staff would like to thank: Mrs. Nancy Ariola, Mr. Frank Ball, Mrs. Debbie Benvenuti, The Board of Education, Mr. William Degroot, Mrs. Kathleen Dellanno, Mrs. Marie Ferriola, Mr. Paul Gerber, Ms. Trudy Humes, Ms. Carrie Ingraham, Dr. Viktor Joganow, Jostens, Mr. John Joyce Jr., Lorstan, Mrs. Jackie McGarrity, Mrs. Jonelle Mizzone, Mrs. Sandy Moussab, Mrs. Rose Mulcahy, Mr. John Wallace, and The Officers of the Class of 2003 for their dedication to the Valley Green and Class of 2003.
Valley Green’s Staff
One of the great things about life is that for every person who leaves you and lets you fall, there is someone who catches you and helps you back up. It’s people like this who make life great. We are honored and privileged to dedicate our yearbook to Ms. Bednarski. Without her hard work and selfless efforts we may not have even had a yearbook at all. Thank you for everything!!!

Mary Lou Bednarski

Every class needs someone to guide them, whether it’s the first steps through the front doors, or the last long strides across the field to graduation. We were lucky enough to have two wonderful people to show us the way. We are very happy to also dedicate our yearbook to Mrs. Dellanno and Mrs. Mulcahy. They have always been there for us and we thank them greatly for all they have given us. Thank You!!!

Kathleen Dellanno
Rosalinda Mulcahy
Dear Members of the Class of 2003:

Over the course of four years, every graduating class establishes its own unique character and personality. Administrators, teachers, coaches, guidance counselors and other staff members are the people responsible for characterizing your class and those assessments are based on the daily interactions of everyone involved in the Passaic Valley educational community. Certified and non-certified staff members have described the members of the class of 2003 as “caring,” “spirited,” “natural leaders,” and “excellent role models.” Those descriptors are a compliment to the effort and commitment displayed during your tenure at Passaic Valley.

You should be as proud as we are of the individual and collective achievements of the members of your class in the areas of academics, athletics, and community volunteerism. Passaic Valley is confident that it has provided all of you with the necessary skills to be successful in a new global environment.

On behalf of the Board of Education and administration, I wish you the very best in all of your future efforts. Remember ... “Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.”

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Respectfully,

Viktor J. Joganow, Ed.D.

2003
Hank Sisbarro was a member of the Passaic Valley High School staff for 33 wonderful years. An alumnus of the class of 1964 and graduate of Missouri Valley College, Mr. Sisbarro was senior class president as well as a member of the PV Honor Society. He was a member of the baseball and wrestling programs as a student, and later in his teaching career he coached wrestling for 11 years and football for 18 years. Many of these teams won county and state championships. He began his teaching career as a physical education teacher and later moved into the science department where he taught biology for many years. Mr. Sisbarro will always be remembered for his great personality and ability to communicate with students. In recognition of his years of service and dedication to the PV tradition, he was inducted into the PV Athletic Hall of Fame in the spring of 2003. We wish him the best in his retirement in Virginia.
Vince D'Elia was a member of the Passaic Valley teaching staff for 32 years. He grew up in Jersey City where he attended Jersey City State College. He began to work at Passaic Valley in 1970, where he taught chemistry, ecology, and biology. Mr. D'Elia is also the founder of the ecology course, which is still enjoyed by many students today. He was well liked by the students, staff and parents because of his great sense of humor. Some memorable experiences included students taking video field trips to the frozen tundra and tales of his experiences at the Peckman River in the 70's. His favorite quote was that he enjoyed fast cars, fast boats, fast motorcycles, and fast women. Mr. D'Elia joked that his wife only let him keep one out of four and that was fast boats. We wish him many happy healthy years on the sea.
Far Out Faculty
Administration

John Wallace, MS  
Principal

Nicholas Sauter, MA  
Assistant Principal of  
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Activities

Paul A. Gerber, BS  
Board Secretary/Business  
Administrator

Dave Settembre, MA  
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Building and Grounds  
Supervisor

"A Blast From The Past"

Mr. Sauter  
Pictured in 1973

Dr. Joganow  
Pictured in 1966

Mr. Wallace  
Pictured in 1979
Marcia St. Lawrence  
MA

Michael Gordon  
BS
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BA
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MA
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MS
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BA

Salvatore Sileo MEd  
Math Department Head
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BS
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Pictured in 1970
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BA
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BS

Mary Ann Duke  
MEd
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Mrs. Schatel
Pictured in 1970

Carol Schatel
MA

Mr. Salierno
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MA
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Pictured in 1970

Mr. Costello  
Pictured in 1973
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MA
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Mr. Marion
Pictured in 1979
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MA
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Main Office
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Jackie McGarrity
Principal's Office
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PV Family
"In the days of my youth I was told what it means to be a man. Now I've reached that age, I've tried to do all the things the best I can." ~ Led Zeppelin.
The Exorcist
Halloween
2002
Happy Days Freshmen

Class Officers- President- Kelly Schlosser, Vice-president- Billy Donato, Treasurer- Chris Pescatore, Historian- Ali Larson, and Secretary- Kim Urban.

Class Advisor
Mrs. Carol Schatel
Stuck In The Middle With You

President
Mike Enright

Vice President
Ruben Henriquez

Treasurer
Jay Rattino

Secretary
Joe Fitzgerald

Historian
Rob Adams

Class Advisors
Mrs. Eileen Sullivan, Mr. Sal Sileo
Sophomores

2005
Juniors

Class Of 2004

Left to Right: Advisor Ms. Mary Lou Bednarski, Vice President Jeff Wen, Secretary Nick Katsanos, Treasurer Pete Campilango, Advisor Mrs. Melissa Monte. Bottom: President Hashem Qtieshat, Historian Mike Moussab.
Come Together
All In The Family
Siblings
"Friendship is a strong and habitual inclination in two persons to promote the good and happiness of one another" — Eustace Budgell

"My friend is one ... who takes me for what I am" — Henry David Thoreau
Top Ten Most Involved:

Top (L to R)
Jonathan Worrall
Megan Corrado

Middle: Andrew Bacsik

Bottom (L to R)
Janelle Billig
Kevin Polizzoto
"The Shining"

Top (L to R)
Jesse Mizzone
Nikola Koprivica

Middle: Giuliana Minervini

Bottom (L to R)
Joseph Urciuoli
Lauren Rice
Top Ten
The "A" Team

Most Academic
One Bad Apple


Note from Mr. Semcer: Please note that this list is based on the GPA calculated after junior year. The GPA is based on final grades 9-11 and the above names are not in rank order.
That's Entertainment!
The Dining Room

Directed By Jeff Budd, Stage Management: Michael Berger & Nina Tullo, Sound & Lighting: Kevin Nagle & Jeff Kattas, Scenic Construction/Design: Kevin Kane & Jennifer McCarthy

Cast
Brittany Rappise, Tara Cooper, Diana Emma-Grassi, & Carissa Caruso, Dan Haycook, Jim Gaylor, Josh Braddell, & Bryen Roder
"Brewster, when Billy and Sandra appear through the door, what will you do?" "SING THE SONG!"

"Now here's the ground plan of your house. Here's what you're stuck with, for the moment ..."

"And Fred will have the drumstick, am I right, Fred? And Beth gets the wishbone, and Ben ends up with the pope's nose, am I right, Ben?"

"Lately I've been having this recurrent dream ..."

"... and cut off his anthropological balls!"

"Darling, Mr. Byers must have made some unnecessary remarks about your Uncle Henry's bachelor attachments."

"You mean Uncle Henry is a fruit?"
A Christmas To Remember

Winter Holiday Concert 2002

Choir Director:
Ray Frasche

Band Director:
James Millar
"CHARLIE’S ANGELS"
The Baddest Angel Band

Nina Tullo as Ms. Seraph, Assistant Principal of Angel School

Carissa Caruso, Tina Mirro, and Hanes Cochrane as Spir, Cherry, and Angelina — 3 misfit angels

Bryen Roder as Santa Claus after being kicked by a dissatisfied kid

The masses rush to buy “Sweet Puffy Face” dolls for Christmas

Teddy Turkey (Jonathan VanderMeulen) and the Announcer for Tommy’s Turkeys (Tina Peebles) selling a Christmas meal

The other turkeys watch in shock as Teddy flies for his life

Dan Haycock as the Elf who finds the ransom note for the antlers

Julie Anne Nolan as Jane the Paper Girl turned Ace Reporter in search of the missing antlers

Bryen Roder as Santa Claus’ press agent, Mr. Johnson

Lili Alia as Ms. Gladstone, Mr. Johnson’s frantic secretary

Josh Braddell as Joe Muffleraw, the “rugged yet cuddly all at the same time lumberjack” framed as the thief

Mike Berger, Kristal Gutekunst, Jessica Byrne, and Andrea Charalampous as the four reporters

Stephanie DiAngelis, Elf Masha Nosova, and Tina Mirro singing Christmas carols with audience members

Alla Dubrovinskaya, Jacquelyn Bodmer, and Michelle Bosco — three of Santa’s helpers

Julie Anne Nolan talking to a newspaper (Josh Braddell)

The Robbed Reindeer
“The Year Without A Santa”
What's Goin on...

Valley Echo

Editors: Edviemarie Clark, Michelle Barbetta, Dave Smith, Danielle Digiore, Billy Enright, Laurie Larrinaga

Valley Echo advisor: Ms. Bednarski
Girls' Show 2003

Green

Co-Presidents: Amanda Durocher and Briana Orefice

Green Chief
Lauren Rice

Advisors: Kathleen Dellanno, Nancy Konzelmann, Stephanie Rubino, Jenai Agosta

White

White Chief
Megan Corrado

Victories

Cheer
Dance
Posters

Green Heads: Lauren Rice (Chief), Lisa Currie, Amanda Carnemolla (Exercise), Alissa Rufino, Janelle Billig (Dance), Lauren Salomone, Tiffany Torres (Cheer), Meghan Hanna, Dana Meisberger, Nicole Stryker (Relays), Morgan Brautigam, Jessica LaBell (VolleyCage), Cortney DeLotto, Christy Irizarry (Posters), Lindsey Oxley, Kim Larson (Tickets), Mariel Bonilla, Traci English (Attendance), Lia Posterino, Jamie Christopher (Costumes), Jackie Shark, Megan DeMicco (Ad Book)

White Heads: Megan Corrado (Chief), Jennifer Moussab, Kristine DeRosa (Exercise), Sara Laurenzi, Jennifer Morino (Dance), Megan DeFeo, Melissa Gambatese (Cheer), Cristina Preta, Ana Rodriguez, Allie Sigona (Relays), Melissa Puzio, Lisa Charalampous (VolleyCage), Ashley Cuglar, Laura Boscaino (Posters), Kimberly Sala, Jennifer Lewis (Tickets), Erica Spinella, Marissa Decker (Attendance), Alexis Slota, Amanda Mossey (Costumes), Marissa Burghdard, Dana DiMarzo (Ad Book)
White

White Dance Disco Dancers

White Exercise Magicians

White Cheer Spiderman
Love,

And

Yearbook

GREEN
Smile

Joe Urciuoli-
Co-Captain
Anthony Najem-
Co-Captain
Advisor-Mr. Gemma

Academic Team

Jennifer Abdo-
President
Amaris Bierach-
Vice President
Alexandra Bartlom-
Secretary
Ashley Stevens-
Treasurer
Advisor-Mrs. DeRosa

Amnesty International

Billy Enright- President
Kevin Nagle-
Vice President
Nick Koprivica-
Secretary
Kevin Polizzotto-
Treasurer
Advisors-Mr. Hansen
& Miss Weber

Audio Visual

Advisor-
Miss Blanchfield

Chess Club
2002 Clubs 2003

Concert Choir
Advisor- Mr. Frashe

Choir

Daryl Paine- President
Brad Ottino- Vice President
Santosh Bhaskarabhatla- Secretary
Edward Ovadia- Treasurer
Advisor- Mr. Tanis

Computer Club

Criminal Justice Club
Advisor- Officer Rotella

Criminal Justice Club

Janelle Billig- President
Jayna Patel- Vice President
Mallory McPherson- Secretary
Ankur Patel- Treasurer
Publicist- Eileen Mirasol
Advisor- Ms. McCarthy

Environmental Club
Film Club

Theodora Tsatsos-President
Joana Merheb-Vice President
Valery Vera-Secretary
Sharon Gomez-Treasurer
Advisor- Mrs. Betro

French Club

Advisor- Mrs. Betro

French Honor Society

Joe Pascrell-President
Steve Ristevski-School Store Manager
Dan Wulin-Secretary
Nicole Spinner-Field trip Coordinator
Advisors- Mrs. Dakes & Mrs. Monte

Future Business Leaders of America
Amanda Durocher - Co-President  
Briana Oreifce - Co-President  
Green Chief: Lauren Rice  
White Chief: Megan Corrado  
Advisors-  
Mrs. Dellanno  
Ms. Agosta  
Mrs. Konzelmann  
Mrs. Rubino  

Girls’ Show  
Advisors- Miss Shue & Miss Yacenda  

Heroes And Cool Kids  
Lauralee Krygsman - President  
Steve Ristevski - Vice President  
Megan Corrado - Secretary  
Michele Coral - Treasurer  
Advisor- Mr. Silio  

Interact Club  
Advisor- Mr. Porfido  

Investment Club
Italian Club

Advisor- Mrs. Pizzolato

Italian Honor Society

Advisor- Mr. Millar

Jazz Band

Tracy Clough:
Council Member
Rashida Merchant:
Council Member
Daryl Paine:
Council Member
Nazmiye Dinc:
Corresponding Secretary
Jennifer Abdo:
Recording Secretary
Humaira Khalil:
Treasurer
Advisor: Mrs. Vigilante

Junior Statesmen of America
Paul Bowie: President
Chrissy Russo:
Vice-President
Stephanie Japhy:
Co-Secretary
Stephanie Di Angelis:
Co-Secretary
Jessica Byrne:
Treasurer
Advisor: Mr. Gordon

Key Club

Christie Irizarry:
President
Natalie Steele:
Vice President
Jessica Alicea:
Secretary
Jair Morales: Treasurer
Advisor: Ms. Cubillian

Latino Club

Jeff Kattas: President
Jonathan Worrall:
Vice President
Cara Reposa: Secretary
James Damiano:
Treasurer
Advisor: Mr. Hansen

Lighting Club

Amanda Durocher:
President
Billy Enright:
Vice President
Jonathan Worrall:
Corresponding Secretary
Steve Ristevski:
Member Secretary
Joe Urcioli: Treasurer
Vin Mehnert: Publicist
Advisor: Dr. Clinton

Literary Club
Carissa Caruso: President
Josh Braddell: Vice President
Nina Tullo: Secretary
Tara Cooper: Treasurer
Ashley Schaffer: Co-Publicist
Michelle Bosco: Co-Publicist
Alyssa Rillo: Co-Publicist
Advisor: Mr. Millar

Masque And Sandal

Mrs. Brown

Math League

Rashida Merchant: President
Tracy Clough: Co-Vice President
Kevin Nagle: Co-Vice President
Steve Ristevski: Secretary
Advisor: Mr. Block

National Honor Society

Advisor: Mrs. Garofalo

Passaic Valley Honor Society
Carissa Caruso: Co-President
Jenna Cipolla: Co-President
Sarah Tosi: Vice President
Danielle Digiore: Secretary
Phil McCormick: Treasurer
Christine Erikson: Publicist
Advisor: Mr. Terzuole

Peer Helpers

Amanda Durocher: President
Paul Bowie: Vice President
Sara Laurenzi: Secretary
Kevin Polizzotto: Treasurer
Advisors: Mrs. Konzelmann & Ms. Yacenda

Peer Mediation

Advisors: Ms. Shue & Mr. Mazzo

Ski Club

Matt Nowen: President
Joe Urciuoli: Vice President
Vin Mehmet: Secretary
Jonathan Worrall: Treasurer
Advisor: Mrs. Dolce

Spanish Club
Spanish Honor Society

Stage Crew

Student Senate

Student Trainers
Television Production

Jesse Mizzone: President
Kevin Polizzotto: Vice President
Giuliana Minervini: Secretary
Jonathon Worrall: Treasurer
Advisors: Ms. Hergert & Ms. Trautz

Varsity Club

Advisors: Ms. Yacenda & Ms. Shue

Winter Cheering

Anime Club
Steering Committee:
Christine Erickson, Ankur Patel
Daniela Italo, Alaina DeSalvo
Mark Harland, Stephanie Japhy
Stephen Molinari, Antonio DiBenedetto
Advisor: Dr. Clinton

Fencing Club
Advisor: Mr. Donnelly

Thought Club
Jonathan VanderMeulen: President
Susan Tiscia: Vice President
Deanna Lambrianou: Secretary
Tara Trent: Treasurer
Advisor: Mr. Donelly
I can beat him. But that don’t bother me. The only thing I want to do is to go the distance, that’s all. Because if that Bell stops, if he goes down standing, then I’m gonna know for the first time in my life, see, that I wasn’t just another bum from the neighborhood.” Rocky
Football

The 2002 Varsity Hornet Football team was filled with talented players and coaches, who worked together to form a hard-working, successful team. There were many senior players, all of whom helped to lead the Hornet team to victory, including Captains Ryan Gaffney and Vin Varcadipane. Vin Varcadipane, as a fullback, managed to hold the record for most touchdowns, as well as the most covered yardage for the team this season. Leading receiver and tackler for the 2002 team was junior Nick Varcadipane, while senior Stephen Cristofol held the record for the most interceptions for this season. The team was able to make it to the playoffs, in which they played Wayne Valley and put up an amazing fight throughout the game and even into overtime. The 2002 Varsity Football team worked extremely hard and played well this season, finishing with a record of 5 and 5.


Macho Men

Head Coach Bill Johnson

Captains Ryan Gaffney and Vin Varcadipane

The 2002 Varsity Hornet Football team was filled with talented players and coaches, who worked together to form a hard-working, successful team. There were many senior players, all of whom helped to lead the Hornet team to victory, including Captains Ryan Gaffney and Vin Varcadipane. Vin Varcadipane, as a fullback, managed to hold the record for most touchdowns, as well as the most covered yardage for the team this season. Leading receiver and tackler for the 2002 team was junior Nick Varcadipane, while senior Stephen Cristofol held the record for the most interceptions for this season. The team was able to make it to the playoffs, in which they played Wayne Valley and put up an amazing fight throughout the game and even into overtime. The 2002 Varsity Football team worked extremely hard and played well this season, finishing with a record of 5 and 5.
PV Pride

Is that all you got?
Take your best shot!
The 2002 Passaic Valley High School Varsity Cheerleading Squad was the biggest in recent history. With seventeen cheerleaders and four captains, the squad worked hard in the second half of summer. Tireless practices prepared the girls for the pep rally the first day of school. The girls continued their endless efforts throughout the football season. Louder and better than ever, the ladies cheered the boys on from the sidelines, where they put on the real show! At the annual West Milford Competition on November 22nd, the cheerleaders put on a flawless performance. Despite the judges’ decision for a second place finish, the PV cheerleaders rocked the floor! With smiles brighter than ever, moves stiffer than ever, and a routine like no other, the girls took home a victory in the hearts of every individual in the stands that night.

“The Varsity Cheerleaders worked hard this fall to prepare for Competition. Their performance was outstanding!” - Cheerleading Advisor Gabrielle Yacenda
Marching Band, Color Guard
& Dance Team

Band: Allison Altamura, Christine Bahar, Justina Benzan, Matt Billig, Anthony DeBenedetto, Alaina DeSalvo, Christine Erickson, Mark Harland, Danny Haycook, Nick Magdziak, Melissa Rebele, Heather Williams, Mike Corbosiero, Dave Downing, Paul Galorenzo, Robert Henriques, Kristin Janelli, Daniela Italo, Paul Lipovchenko, Phil McCormick, Jesse Bradnell, Josh Bradnell, Ray Haas, Dana LaMarca, Andrew Miller, Konrad Oniszcz, Lance Richardson, Sarah Schroeder. Color Guard: Carolyn Bodmer, Jacqueline Bodmer, Andrea Charalampous, Stephanie DiAngelis, Diana Emma-Grassi, Janquelle Melton, Becky Roy, Stephanie Thiessen. Dance Team: Lily Alia, Marissa Amador, Jess Crocco, Megan DaSilva, Traci English, Sam Genearelli, Megan Hayes, Stephanie Lepore, Stephanie Marchese, Brittany Rappise, Kelly Schlosser, Kelly Smith, & Josh Psota as the Horset.

Director: Mr. James Millar

2002 brought a lot of positive changes for the Passaic Valley Marching Band. Along with our weekly attendance at football games, we participated in two competitions this year, placing 3rd at the EMBA Championships at Wayne Hills. Our show was based on the Godfather of Soul, James Brown. The band brought back classic Brown hits like, "I Feel Good", "Live In America", and a combination of "Cold Sweat" and "Mother Popcorn". Together, the Band, the always impressive Color Guard, and our two newest additions, the Dance Team, and our school mascot, The Hornet, provided a "funky good time" for the crowds at halftime. Throughout these changes, the PV Marching Band continued to stay close and to support one another. Each band member pushed themselves to the best of his/her ability this year, and all of the hard work came through in the music that was performed.

For the Seniors in this elite group of musicians: The past five years have been truly memorable, and all of the memories, love, and the time spent together will not be forgotten. To Everyone: Good luck and best wishes in all that you. Thank you for a great year!

~ Jenna Cipolla, Drum Major

You Make Me Feel Like Dancin'

(From right) Andrea Charalampous, Co-Captain of Color Guard; Jenna Cipolla, Drum Major; Traci English, Co-Captain of Dance Team.

Director: Mr. James Millar
"You make me feel like dancin'  
I wanna dance the night away  
You make me feel like dancin'  
I'm gonna dance the night away  
You make me feel like dancin'  
I feel like dancin'  
Dancin'  
Dance the night away"
Gymnastics


LET’S GET PHYSICAL!

Coach Jenai Agosla, Captain Nicole Stryker, Coach Lynn Trautz

“I don’t want to hear ‘I can’t’ in this gym!”
-Coach Agosla

The girl's gymnastics team finished their season with a record of 5-6. The team included fifteen members, four of which were seniors. Twelve girls out of the fifteen returned from last year, which proved to be vital in the outcome of their season. They placed 8th in the League Meet and 4th in the County’s. As individuals in County’s Mariel Bonilla received honorable mention for floor, Jackie Shark received 1st team vault, and Nicole Stryker along with Rita Connizzo received 2nd team all around. As a team they qualified to go to the State Sectional Meet where they placed 5th and Jackie Shark qualified as all around and Rita Connizzo qualified on floor. These girls have had a busy year with their competitions and have improved immensely from previous years.
Cross Country

The 2002 Passaic Valley Cross Country Team had an outstanding season this year thanks to superb coaching from the unbeatable combo of Vic Mizzone and Mike Grant. With Senior Captains, J.D. Worrall, Kevin Polizzotto, Jesse Mizzone, and Erin Wilk in charge, a successful season seemed inevitable. Throughout this rigorous season numerous underclassmen stepped up to assist including: Bobby Coyle, Mike Politonte, and Lauralee Krygsman. We wish these runners the best of luck, and a special thank you goes out to a retiring Vic Mizzone for his 10 years of quality service and dedication to the Passaic Valley running program.

Runnin From The Law

- “Who invented this sport?”
- “A lot of people run a race to see who’s the fastest. I run to see who has the most guts.”
- “To give anything less than your best is to sacrifice ‘the gift’”
Field Hockey


"WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS"

Coach Cheryl Hergert

The Field Hockey team finished off an amazing season with Second Place in the county tournament and a record of 8-11-2 with a total of 30 goals, led by Jackie DeMusso with 7. Megan Defeo added 2 strokes, and Jayna Patel added one. Morgan Brautigam led the team on assists with 5, and Amanda Carnemolla contributed 12 saves on goal. Goaltie Emina Udrija recorded 268 saves at 89% and 6 shutouts. Individual honors include: Amanda Carnemolla-Honorable Mention Passaic County; Janelle Billig-Honorable Mention Passaic County; Morgan Brautigam-First Team Passaic County, Honorable Mention Northern Hills Conference; Megan Defeo-First Team Passaic County, First Team Northern Hills Conference; Jackie DeMusso-Second Team Passaic County; Tanya Hrehovcik-First Team Passaic County, Honorable Mention Northern Hills Conference; Emina Udrija-First Team Passaic County, Second Team Northern Hills Conference.

The Seniors, from left to right: Lauren Atieh, Amanda Carnemolla, Morgan Brautigam, Kim Dils, Janelle Billig, Tanya Hrehovcik, Megan Defeo, Kim Larson, Miracle Briones, and Julie Anne Nolan.

Captains Tanya Hrehovcik and Janelle Billig
Boy's Soccer


"THE HUSTLE"

The Boy's Soccer team went through a season of ups and downs. The Hornets, under the direction of head coach, Roy Fitzgerald, and assistant coach, Mark Salvatore, reached new heights this season. The team brought back a competitive spirit and work ethic that translated into a great season. Critics never expected the Hornets to have as good of a season as they had. Coach Fitzgerald states his expectations for next year: "My hope is that the underclassmen will continue to strive to be even better".

The Hornets' 11 victories, county victory, and home state game were just some of the highlights of this turnaround year. The boy's 1-0 victory against West Milford in the beginning round of the counties gave them the recognition they long deserved. The Boy's Soccer team also played great games against West Orange and Debarton. The team was dominated by 12 seniors. Captains Tamer Kose and Marcello Follano led their team to victory.

This year's players received many awards and recognitions. Co Ardolino and Nick Mataya both received Honorable Mention Passaic County. James Morrison received Honorable Mention Northern Hills Conference and Frank Straface received Second Team Northern Hills Conference. Marcello Follano made first team Northern Hills Conference and first team Passaic County. The Hornets had a very successful 2002 season. With hard work and dedication, hopefully the 2003 soccer season will be just as memorable.

Head Coach Roy Fitzgerald and Assistant Coach Mark Salvatore "I am very proud of the 2002 Boy's Soccer team." Coach Fitzgerald "Hard work and senior leadership played a big part in the success of the Boy's Varsity soccer team."-Coach Salvatore

Senior Captains Tamer Kose and Marcello Follano
Girl's Soccer


POWERFUL PELE'S

The 2002 Girls soccer team followed the same tradition of great soccer at Passaic Valley. Under Coach Porfido the team has reached its fourth consecutive State Tournament. This is a great accomplishment for Coach Porfido. This was a year in which many believed would be a rebuilding year for the Lady Hornets. With only five senior members on this team the Lady Hornets still reached their fourth consecutive State Tournament with a record of 9-9-2. Team Captain Giuliana Minervini received Second Team Northern Hills Conference, Honorable Mention Passaic County. Once again superstar Cara Reposa supplied the Lady Hornets with the firepower receiving First Team Northern Hills Conference, First Team Passaic County. Other underclassmen stepping up to contribute were Alexandra Gastula- Honorable Mention Northern Hills Conference, Xiomara Marin- Honorable Mention Passaic County, Kelly Szewczyk- Second Team Passaic County, Honorable Mention Northern Hills Conference. The team might of fell short in their dreams of a state title but this is only the beginning. This was supposed to be a rebuilding year after losing many seniors to graduation last year. This year was a stepping stone showing how much promise these Lady Hornets show. It's only a matter of time when the Lady Hornets will be on top again.

Team captains: Giuliana Minervini and Marissa Attianese
P.V. Girls Soccer 2002
Girls Volleyball


AIN'T NO STOPPIN' US NOW

Captains: Cortney DeLotto, Christine Cook, Michele Coral.


Coach Bill Humes
“When the going gets tough, the tough get going.”
Boys Volleyball


"Bound For Glory!"

Our goal is to get better every day.
— Coach Bill Conlee

Last year the Hornets finished their season with a substantial 12-13 record. Under the guidance and direction of new coach Bill Conlee, the team has high hopes for this season as well. Although this year is sure to be a rebuilding period because there are few returning players, the Hornets are confident that teamwork and dedication will help them reach the State Tournament. The team will rely a great deal on strong play from Vincent Addice, Pete Andela, Stanley Patino, and Matt Rogowski. With a vast amount of talent from all players, there is no doubt that the Hornets can reach their expectations for a successful season.

2003 Varsity Captains
Stanley Patiro and Peter Andela

O ☀ ☀ ☀ Volleyball
Keep track of the Hornets and fill in the games scores for the 2003 season.

Passaic Valley          Vernon
Passaic Valley          Clifford Scott
Passaic Valley          Wayne Hills
Passaic Valley          Wayne Valley
Passaic Valley          Lakeland
Passaic Valley          Don Bosco Prep
Passaic Valley          Harrison
Passaic Valley          Barringer
Passaic Valley          Fairlawn
Passaic Valley          Teaneck
Passaic Valley          Wayne Valley
Passaic Valley          Vernon
Passaic Valley          Passaic
Passaic Valley          Wayne Hills
Passaic Valley          Newark Eastside
Passaic Valley          Lakeland
Passaic Valley          Bloomfield
Passaic Valley          Garfield
Passaic Valley          Clifford Scott
Passaic Valley          Hackensack
Passaic Valley          Clifton
Passaic Valley          Livingston
Passaic Valley          Bergen Tech
Passaic Valley          West Essex

Ain’t No Mountain High

Captains Melissa Puzio, Michele Coral, Megan Corrado

Let’s Roll!

The 2002-2003 girls basketball team, led by senior captains Michele Coral, Megan Corrado, and Melissa Puzio, got off to a good start. While Michele Coral was out with a knee injury for a majority of the season, a hardworking group of seniors, juniors, and sophomores knew their work ethic and desire had to be second to none. Winning the first game of the season gave the girls confidence that carried into the Holiday Tournament. With wins over Wayne Hills and Parsippany the team won the tournament for the first time in seven years. Melissa Puzio was named MVP of the tournament. The team made it to the second round of the county tournament by beating a favored West Milford team in an exciting one-point victory. The idea of being better than the day before was evident in the girls’ attitudes and performances throughout the season.

Coach Bill Humes
The 2002-03 varsity boys' basketball team is in the beginning stages of a rebuilding process. The rigors of the Northern Hills Skyline Division make this process a difficult task. However, the players are working hard and are definitely making progress. Key contributors to the team are senior Anthony Balogh; juniors Stephen Tuohey and Kyle Kober; sophomores Brian Whetham, Chris Nagy, Sean Williams, Gerard Russomanno, and Robert Adams; and freshman Matt Coral and Bryant Rodriguez. The rebuilding process looks to be going in the right direction. For the second year in a row, the freshman team will finish above .500, even though Matt Coral and Bryant Rodriguez are up with the Varsity. Coach Walsh is already looking forward to the summer where the team will be playing in the Springfield Avenue, Newark playground league, as well as the West Orange summer league.
Bowling

The 2002-2003 Bowling team had a successful season. Senior captains Mike Costello, Kevin Frederick, and Dave Downing led PV to a very respectful second place finish in the Northern New Jersey Conference. Sophomore Victor Moschetta and freshman Keith Frederick contributed crucial victories that propelled Passaic Valley to their strong season. The Passaic Valley junior Varsity team won their conference led by Alex Valvis and Stanley Patiro. Coach Ariola added countless hours of support and dedication that helped contribute to the success of this year’s Bowling team.
Indoor Track

Top Row: James Damiano, Mike Padula, Kevin Cox, Erin Wilk, Jesse Mizzone, J.D. Worrall, Kevin Polizotto, Joe Urchini, Stan Valvis. Middle Row: Joe Penna, Alex Delgado, Dennis Murray, Christina DeSimone, Cara Reposa, Zack DeLaPaz, Brad Ottino, Victor Tatro. Bottom Row: Mike Polizotto, Nick Worrall, Falin Milner, Kristina Cox, Kevin Vecchione. Dave Behlen.

The 2002-2003 Passaic Valley Indoor Track Team experienced a very successful season this year. Leading the team with outstanding performances were veteran captains J.D. Worrall, Kevin Polizotto, Jesse Mizzone, and Erin Wilk. Coach Mike Grant put the team through intense training at the beginning of the season, but it absolutely paid off. First team All-County honors was given to Mike Padula, Ali Didomenico, and Jesse Mizzone for their performances in the Passaic County Championships. Mike Padula won the 55-meter hurdles, setting his personal best. Ali Didomenico finished second in both the 55-meter dash and the 300-meter dash. Jesse Mizzone won the 1,000 meter run with a time that was the second fastest in Passaic County history. In the Northern Hills Conference Meet medal winners included Mike Padula, Ali Didomenico, and Jesse Mizzone. Also performing well were Cara Reposa in the 55-meter dash, Brad Ottino in the high jump, Kevin Polizotto in the 400 meter run, all placing eighth in their respective events. Jesse Mizzone won the Group 2 Meet in the 3200-meter run. Congratulations to the team on a memorable season.

Coaches Leonard Gnade and Mike Grant

Captains Erin Wilk, Jesse Mizzone, J.D. Worrall, and Kevin Polizotto

“Band on the Run”
With new head coach Raymond Mead the Passaic Valley Ice Hockey team won more games in their 2002-2003 season than any other season. With the help of high scorers sophomores Nick Montemurro and Steven Molinari, incredible goaltending by senior Robert DeMaio, and great leadership by captains Robert Cargill, David Smith, and Anthony Gorga, the team had their first shot in the playoffs. The team also includes seniors Hygor Lopes, Daryl Paino, and Ryan Gaffney who showed amazing effort. In the future the ice hockey team will grow more then it has this year and be even more exciting to watch.
Managers Lisa Charalampous, Christine Galbraith, and Andrea Charalampous
PV Wrestling 2003!!

Hot Stuff

Hornet Wrestling started the season with high expectations. The team opened with a 3rd place finish at West Essex and a 5th place finish at Bloomfield. The team suffered some early injuries. Sophomore Frank Dugan was out for a month, but senior Vinny Varcadipane was out for the entire season. These injuries however challenged the Hornets to grow as a team and to fight through the adversity. The team started off 5 and 5 and continued on to a five game winning streak, which allowed them to qualify for the State Sectionals. The Hornets remained hot by placing 2nd in the Passaic County Tournament and captured the District 13 Championship with a team score of 129. Steve Kildow came alive in the second half of the season coming in 3rd place at the Counties, 2nd at the Districts and 4th in the Regionals. Captains Ken Stiles completed in the State Tournament after placing second in the regions. Brian Baez placed first in the Passaic County Tournament. Also contributing were Nick Katsanos, 3rd place, and Rich Greco, Rich Deleo, and John Urchak with 4th place finishes. Next year the Hornet wrestling team should keep its winning reputation. The team only loses three seniors, and standout JV wrestlers will help fill in the Hornets lineup.

Captains
Ken Stiles, Nick Katsanos

Coaches
Mike Goodwin, Nick Zara
At the start of the season, the Passaic Valley baseball team is making great strides. With a current record of 2-0, the baseball team is on its way to a great season. The Hornet team beat Dwight Morrow with a score of 15-3, and defeated Millburn with a score of 4-2 with Brandon Schreck as the pitcher. Junior Nick Varcadipane is 4 for 6 with three doubles, one homerun, and 5 RBI's. Senior Captain Jimmy Morrison is .1 for 5 with one double and one homerun. Gerard Russomanno made the game-winning hit vs. Millburn. Head coach John Mazzo hopes that the rest of the season will bring forth the amount of success as the first two games of the season have. With a seven-person coaching staff, Mr. Mazzo feels that his team is ready for anything. Good luck to the Passaic Valley Baseball team in their 2003 season.
Softball


"Steal Away"
by: Robbie Dupree

The 2003 Softball Team's co-captains, Melissa Bifulco and Heather Camb, are leading their Lady Hornets to another great season. The team's pitchers Heather Camb, Lori McCluskey, and Krista Burke hope to dominate the mound throwing only strikes while feeding the ball to catcher, Melissa Bifulco and Jess Bianco. While the strong infielders, Tanya Hrehovik, Kristen Iannelli, Bridgette Stephan, Gen Hale, and Jackie Salomone, work together to get every base runner out and make sure no hits get past them. Amaris Bierach, Lisa Alfano, Jeff Bianco, Kelly Szewczyk, and Meredith McNeill guard the outfield. The girls as well as the coaches are very optimistic this year, hoping to end the season as the State Champs of 2003!
The 2003 Track and Field team started its season on a great note and is currently 2-2. They had impressive victories against Millburn and West Side. The team is taking a step in the right direction and has high expectations for the 2004 team according to Head Coach Mike Grant.

The 2003 Girl’s team started its season with a great determination and a winning style. They are currently 4-0 with major victories over Millburn, West Side, Mount Saint Dominic and Lakeland. The team yet again seems ready to dominate the Northern Hills Conference. With Coach Rory Fitzgerald in control they’re bound to be headed once again to a successful season.
Boys’ Tennis

Top left to right: Coach Rich Porfido, Nick Koprivica, Alex Valvis, Dan Wulin, Steve Ristevski, Mike Costello, Felipe Hoyos, Mike Munchnik.
Bottom left to right: Youssef Fattah, Jason Swann, Nick Scheren, Jason Woolsey, Ed Ovadia, Joe Fitzgerald, Dave Hoyos. Not Pictured: Alan Esguerra.

World Champ Tennis

At the start of the 2003 Boys’ Tennis season, the team is rapidly progressing towards another successful season. The team is currently 1-1 in the regular season; however, they decisively won a scrimmage against Cedar Grove with the score of 5-0. In a close match, the team won over Belleville with a score of 3-2. The team suffered a heart-breaking loss against Bergenfield where the Hornets fell 2-3. Senior Steve Ristevski expects wins over Westside and yet another win over Belleville for the remainder of the season. The team expects nail-biting matches against Wayne Valley, West Milford and Lakeland. The Hornets have set their goals high. The boys hope to win the County Tournament and move on to the State Tournament for the second straight season. Under the guidance of many seniors and Coach Rich Porfido, the Passaic Valley Boys’ Tennis team surely has a promising season in their future.
This year the Girls' Tennis team had a great season with Coach Anthony Vancheri. Senior captain, Johanna Hoyos, led the tennis team to a 6-12 record. Junior contributors to this record are: Paulina Veskov, Amanda Makoujy, Valery Vera, Marisa Burghardt, and Laura Boscarino. Underclassmen contributors are: Vicky Stonebridge, Kristina Koprivica, Michelle Postorino, Danielle Massaro, Alyssa Rillo, Helen Repas, Samantha Shearn, and Katie Scheck. After a great season both Johanna Hoyos and Paulina Veskov received Honorable Mention Passaic County and Honorable Mention Northern Hills Conference.
Above left to right: Senior captains Mark DeCesare, Joe Pascrell and Rob Cargill. Pictured below top left: Coach Frank Ariola

Caddyshack
Til the one day when the lady met this fellow,
And they knew that it was much more than a hunch.

Robert Corrado (1958) & Eileen Van Guilder (1961)

Parents of Megan Corrado

Robert Cali (1976)

Parent of Robert Cali

J. Kevin Clough (1972)

Parent of Tracy Clough

James W. Oxley (1968) & Lorraine E. Yost (1974)

Parents of Lindsey Oxley

Vicky Hewitt (1970)

Parent of Melissa Puzio

Donna Kane (1980)

Parent of Carina Murone


Parents of Christine Ann Galbraith


Parents of Heather Williams

Robert Dearani (1975)

Parent of Lou Dearani

Louis J. Dearani (1975)

Parent of Fabio De Piano

Parents of Heather Williams

Chase (1970)

Briana Orefice

Parent of Briana Orefice

Carol Owens (1974)

Parent of Jennifer Dugan

Martin J. Dugan, Jr. (1969)
That this group would somehow form a family
That's the way we all became the PV bunch!
The First Time I Ever . . .
Saw Your Face...
To the Class of 2003

“United We Stand” has become our country’s motto since the tragedy of September 11. The students of Passaic Valley truly stood together. While trying to make sense of such chaos and confusion, you had the courage to express sorrow for the pain and suffering of others and to give of yourselves to bring comfort and support; each effort, individual and collaborative, made a difference in the lives of those in need.

The actions of the class of 2003 were not unexpected. Since we met all of you in your freshman year, we were struck by your camaraderie. We watched individuals from various places, with unique backgrounds and life experiences UNITE — to raise funds, to enjoy social gatherings, and to participate in building a strong school community. These activities, though seemingly small in the grand scheme of things, prepared you for the world outside PV, a world which has already tested your strength, your integrity, and your capacity for compassion.

As you venture into that world, we hope that your strength, as well as the lessons learned through your solidarity, will sustain you through life’s obstacles; however, when challenges seem insurmountable, remember that every effort, no matter how small, can indeed make a difference. Your class made a difference in the wake of September 11 and in the history of Passaic Valley High School.

Continue to accept each other’s differences. Share your warmth, your enthusiasm, and the spirit of cooperation that you have shown us. Class of 2003 — United by history and by memories, stand tall and proud.

We wish you peace,
Mrs. Dellanno and Mrs. Mulcahy
Class
Of
2003

Amanda Joyce Durocher
Ambition: College, Success, Love
Memories: Cousin, Family, Grandpa, Mommy, Daddy, Lillian
Secret Ambition: To keep my parents smiling!
National Honor Society

William Enright
"Billy, Bill, Willy"
Ambition: To live life successfully
Memories: Many good times, Mom, Dad
Secret Ambition: Become a winning high jumper
National Honor Society

James David de Stefano
"Ladies Man, Love Machine"
Ambition: Successful lawyer
Memories: Remembering to smile
Secret Ambition: Chip in Dancers
National Honor Society

Paul D. Bowie
"PDB"
Ambition: Education, Counseling
Memories: Much love and thanks to my family and friends
Secret Ambition: To be the change I wish to see in the world
National Honor Society

Cortney Alyssa Delotto
"Cort, Pocket, Delotto"
Ambition: Acting
Memories: There aren't enough words...many thanks in my ♥
Secret Ambition: To see my name on Hollywood Blvd.

Jennifer Ann Abdo
“Jenny”
Ambition: To become a doctor. Memories: To all my friends—I’ll miss our good times in HS—Remember: “if God brings you to it, He will bring you through it.” — JH — 2003 Secret Ambition: To fall in love.

Flor Maria Acevedo
“Piso”
Ambition: To become a music producer. Memories: To my Girlz Remember: “2000” — to my Mom-n-Dad Thank you! Also to Vimmy, love always! “Holla 2003” Secret Ambition: To become famous and successful.

Jenna R. Agnes
“Bebe, QT”
Ambition: To become a surgeon. Memories: With my Girls BG, DC, JA, AD & CHMLyN Tham 2 Eddie Secret Ambition: To live life to the fullest with no regrets.

Adrian Agushi

Tanveer Ahmed
“TJ”
Ambition: Doctor (M.D. ) Memories: My 4 years were the best years so far. I love you mom & dad. About not to all my boyz Ali, T, Ja, Ace, & whoever I forgot. Secret Ambition: Buy property and relax for the rest of my life. National Honor Society

Zachary AlaRashi
“Zack”
Memories: Never put too much emphasis on one thing because you’ll be let down
Jessica Alicea
*"Alize*

**Ambition:** To get married with Adrian and be Rich!

**Memories:** Holla at your gal! To all my gals. You know who you are. Remembrace Freshman year. To the Love of my life, Adrian. Muah!

**Secret Ambition:** Shh, it's a secret! DUH!

Manny Aliotta

Maria I. Amador
*"Marie, Meg"

**Ambition:** "Remember this moment, for this moment is the rest of your life."

**Memories:** SO MANY MEMORIES! Through the smile and Isaac, U ALUSIQAMAR V TEE TGI NSK#GG alldldows CD took2ys Mom&Dad U AMSL UVSD. Secret Ambition: To live and remem-ber things happen for a reason.

Mattia Amato
*Tia, T*

**Ambition:** Child psychologist

**Memories:** To all my galz: 2goodtimesGud Luckin the futureLUV uguysu-know whute. "GREG" LIBRARYMom&Dad Ambition:1 everythngUV u/uñoXOZXALU. Secret Ambition: To live life to the fullest and without regrets

Sanaa Amraoui

**Ambition:** To live life to the fullest day by day.

**Memories:** I'm glad it's over finally. 4 long years. Good Luck to all my galz in life JA, K.K.H.G, and I.Z. To mybaby Iawah House you!! B-16-01 Secret Ambition: To become happy and successful.

Peter Andela
*"Pete"

**Ambition:** U.S. Marine Corps.

**Memories:** "There is no fate, no destiny that can hinder or control a firm resolve of a determined soul." Secret Ambition: To be the guy in the Micky Mouse suit at Disney.

Kevin Andreano

**Ambition:** To study film

**Memories:** I've learned: Round House = No Satan. Don't Hug Mong, Don't Bite Bling-Fling. Friends Good Jiff Bad Dame. NYC = Fun! Elizabeth Secret Ambition: To become as strong as Henry Rollins

Matthew S. Aquino
*"Matt"

**Ambition:** Computer Technician/Engineer Management

**Memories:** VanithyBallant capl. Filmstatioeveryday Cards&goodtimes there NCELZEnPR 4packibestmark Cappy&AN mom is dad flowerspreshanka. Secret Ambition: To make it to the final table.
Costabile Ardolino
“Co, DJ Costanza”
Ambition: House DJ
Memories: Ayrsocc, Sikkmsw/ACMENZ, JustGetCitize, ChilleMoNatr (QDAnahab3, InstaMeme/ MalhoysSumr NiniCrRide CeHowstDa-Cappe. Mon3DadFres SupporthinChat. Secret Ambition: There’s no excuses, party like a rock-star!

Lauren Mary Atieh
“Laur”
Ambition: To be a Rock Star
Memories: LAMB = Sisters. Wendy/HSUT ironblackest 7/20 DC4H152. PO “BBF” FFrew&CP 141 DAD always in my ♥ xomOM deck/Them/Ad on. Secret Ambition: To find something that lasts forever. National Honor Society

Andrew John Bacsik
“Andy B, Drew”
Ambition: Make it big in Sports Management
Memories: Thanks to every 1 who made MY worthwhile. Always make the best of what’s around. Mom, Dad, T. Chair, I love you guys! Secret Ambition: Big S, while having fun. National Honor Society

Brian Baez
“Douba B, OMC”
Ambition: To become a very prosperous man
Memories: WASSUP, EVERYDAY, LIFE. 100% BAKING, COTTON. MOM/ DAD THANK YOU. EVERYTHING PLANNED/ LEADING - three-time CAMS A WANDER CONQUERED Secret Ambition: To be happily married and rich.

Kristin Ballan
“Ant”
Ambition: Become a basketball player
Memories: GL to all my boys TA, TK, PfH, AE, MD, and everyone else. DF = a way of life. I love You Val. 9/3/02 - a day in heaven.

Anthony Balogh
“Ant”
Ambition: Math Student
Memories: Thanks friends/family BOP 4ysVE DG-NYBS Csh MossShah 4ys S class was great 3 He always be happy 4 life’s Secret Ambition: To overpass Mr. Shao as Math Department Head. National Honor Society

Michelle Ann Barbetta
“Mish”
Ambition: Math Student
Memories: Thanks friends/family BOP 4ysVE DG-NYBS Csh MossShah 4ys S class was great 3 He always be happy 4 life’s Secret Ambition: To overpass Mr. Shao as Math Department Head. National Honor Society
Rebekka Lynn Beaudreault
“Bekka”
Memories: Mom David Jake Trudy Madelein Chan thanks & love u all. Friends new & old thanks for the memories Good Luck Class of 2003

Kamar O. Beckles
“K-Star Jones”
Ambition: Business and money Memories: To my brother-I’m done too Mike’s turn. Let’s go Mike K-Star Jones is on to bigger and better things in my life. One to all.

Michael Louis Carozza Berger
“Berger”
Ambition: To never look back on a bad time Memories: 2 My Best Friends LM,NT,ID, BR,DH,Fam- u guys Rms Everything, Gymnastics-4ever. BEST&Worst memories: KSuperior summer ’02 Secret Ambition: To say I don’t care and mean it.

Amaris Bierach
“Am”
Ambition: To become a teacher Memories: Thanks for everything family 141 DDCGBF 4EMIKITHIB Liv ya never forget good times ST Law Y always 9001! Thanks exxxyyz ND’s Secret Ambition: Never explain, the people you love don’t need to hear it and your enemies will never believe you anyways!

Melissa Rose Bifulco
“Bif, Biffer, Meliss, Missy”
Ambition: Sports Psychologist Memories: 1stMalabahans 4HRee1nart 4Hwit1neck 4Hpool 4H2nd-4H3rd-4H4th CBStreet244 lot mew44levs2 allmyfriends4lov Ugo4LovYz. Secret Ambition: To succeed.

Janelle Elisabeth Billig
“Nel, Nelly, Nello”
Ambition: To be a doctor or who makes a difference Memories: Than 4 everything 2 my family & friends min. TH, MD, MC, 93 Best of times in 4x4GD 14 w/AR & PV music - Good Luck! Secret Ambition: To reach my 16th Birthday. National Honor Society

Evan Bird
“Ev, Goth Portrait, Monster”
Ambition: Life in the oval portrait Memories: A piece of the Oval Portrait. xXx0xMj4hC. x3 A.Lattaon & Rock N’ Roll. Necklhetics. As the world travels I remain xXx Secret Ambition: Rule #2 is you do not talk about Fight Club.

Dorina Blooru
“Itra”
Ambition: To make all of my dreams come true and to help others. Memories: Thanks Mom & Dad, I’ll always treasure my friends & good times at PV. Thank you to all my teachers! Secret Ambition: Cosmetology
Zachary Borden  
"Zach"  

Ambition: Get through college. Memories: Ever Had A good Time in This School The Past 4 Years I'm not going to forget anyone from MallRais. RICASlayer LDunSeizemake out/and Nicole. Secret Ambition: Design my own line of cars.

Magdalena Brancaccio  
"Mags"  

Ambition: To stay happy no matter what I do in life; Memories: Lots of Love & Luck 2 Rash Kl MP KR LK FF PA MAM L Mom thanx 4 always being there ° Matt you'll always have my heart. Secret Ambition: To star in Rashida's first movie.

Morgan Leslie Brautigam  

Ambition: To make all my dreams come true; Memories: I don't remember who met who first or who fell in love with who all I know is we'll always be friends. FH crew. Secret Ambition: To live for the smiles, but learn from the tears. National Honor Society.

Miracle Briones  
"Raquel"  

Ambitions: Graphic Designer; Memories: Special thank you to my parents, teachers, fans, friends. "Dream big, keep on moving with a smile." Wish the Class of '01 the best of luck ... Luke Gare!! Secret Ambition: Fashion designer "Never forget important things that matter the most."

Ashley Nicole Brown  
"Ash"  

Ambition: Art/Fashion; Memories: Without you I would have never made it through Cabin Crew, The Oval Portrait ° Matthew, Mom, Dad- You make me stronger. Secret Ambition: Music journalism, National Honor Society.

Jessica Danielle Caci  
"Jessy"  

Ambition: To be the best at whatever I put my heart into; Memories: Mom/Dad/Faststar Supportive Nova Melinda World/Mom ° UNKL DECOMP MACCD ° ° uGRiz We'll MissAL ea HaTaZ! K.Bur'll always be my Manita = BoYU"
Dana Capalbo  
**Ambition:** To have success in life. **Memories:** To all my friends; IABIGJAAH FRADFNS EDPRMEJ PRPM DBCCE Thanks for always being there! Good luck Class of 2003. **Secret Ambition:** To meet my dream guy.

Christopher R. Capone  
**"Chris"**  
**Ambition:** To be an accountant; **Memories:** Good luck to everyone! The last 4 years were in the blink of an eye! Good and bad times, but they are over! PV 2003. **Secret Ambition:** To travel the world.

Michael Anthony Capone  
**"Cappy, Wallace"**  
**Ambition:** To become a meteorologist; **Memories:** Much Love & Respect 2MN1DPJCT PRWMAKGCCK NEVERGETLOL 4 CHILL BONDNYC FilaMadisonTotti Thanks NLoveUMom, Dad, Dom, Brit! MakeU Proud. **Secret Ambition:** To prove the naysayers wrong.

Karen Carcamo  
**"Minnie"**  
**Ambition:** To be a professional news reporter or Elementary teacher; **Memories:** Best wishes to all the Graduates of 2003! Good luck! **Secret Ambition:** To have our own talk show one day.

Robert Eric Cargill  
**"Rob, Robby, Cargill, Big Mac"**  
**Ambition:** To be a State Trooper; **Memories:** Brie, you’re the light in my life and always will be. I love you so much. To all my friends. Keep it real. PV Hockey/Lac. **Secret Ambition:** To raise a family of chimpanzees.

Amanda Michele Carnemolla  
**"Mand, Manda"**  
**Ambition:** To become a lawyer; **Memories:** UPCAKMJ A Friendsforever Flmeverget all our memorabilia vagas! FHCrew GMDHCDC Mmm1AndACaflava thursday everything! **Secret Ambition:** To not only look happy but to always be happy. National Honor Society

Carissa Alese Caruso  
**"Caris, J, Kitten, Angel"**  
**Ambition:** To live happily ever after with my prince on Broadway; **Memories:** DM&MC 2gether. E U FUnM Lmao J J M I’mMushandhere4U CS**** **** FAM! Thanked everything. **Secret Ambition:** To own a Tony Award presented by Mel Brooks.

Daniel Cercone  
**"Dan"**  
**Ambition:** Automotive engineer; **Memories:** I’d like to thank my parents for everything. “There’s nothing as scary as the future” living. I wish the best of luck to all in their futures. **Secret Ambition:** I wouldn’t be a secret if I told you. National Honor Society
Lisa Charalampous  
“Lis, Li, Water Girl”  
Ambition: Floral designer. Memories: 4 year old X Mag.  
VYH (Hilltop), 2 My Friends. Three Goals: X WAD.  
MMD01. MGR X. Gms. Mom/Dad/Grams. X  
Secret Ambition: To be with JS and to work at an Audi  
dealership.

Ashley Marie Ciampa  
Ambition: To be a doctor. Memories: Ill, Mh, Jb.  
EF, Fmm, KG. Thanks for being there. Secret Ambition:  
“Reach for the Stars.”

Jenna Marie Cipolla  
“Jen, J.”  
Ambition: To make it in the music business. Memories:  
Hat fun with X, PM, HM, DJ, DJ, Jb. KG. We’ve been  
through it all, thank you. I love you, all so much. Secret Ambition: To never be afraid to  
say what I’m not afraid to think. National Honor Soci-  
eity

Tracy Clough  
“Supa, Taray, Tray, Trace, Cloughy”  
Ambition: To be a judge. Memories: “Music expresses  
that which cannot be said, and on which it is impossible  
to be silent.” Anonymous. If rm dg, pm, thanks.  
National Honor Society

Mandy Coccetti  
“Dallaz, Mandalyn, Mandelicious,  
Mandelz, Mands”  
Ambition: To be happy with myself and the decisions I make.  
Memories: Ten II. Best Of All Time.  
Secret Ambition: To never fall in love unless someone will be there to catch me.

Jonathan Colon  
“Jay”  
Ambition: Become a chef. Memories: I will always  
remember PV and hopefully I will visit in the future and  
to everyone I know I would like to say Peace. Secret  
Ambition: I have my own business.

Robert J. Connizzo  
“Vin Diesel, Mini-Cuz”  
Ambition: Firefighter. Memories: Best Friends & Ball,  
Furb, Assassins’ Creed. Engine 2. Saturday Nine  
at Whiskey’s Cafe Car Show. I’m out. 1994-98 Secret  
Ambition: Do doughnuts on the White House Lawn.  
National Honor Society

Christine Rose Cook  
“Cook, Cookies”  
Ambition: To have all my dreams come true, even though one  
already has. Memories: Mom/Dad/Wendy. Don’t Have You  
And Thank You Cuz. I Always Bring Home. Mike. Thank You  
Making Me A Stronger Person. Have You Always…4-21-02. Secret  
Ambition: To have Candy share the wealth with me.
Michele Ann Coral
“Shell, Mich, Roxy”
Ambition: To make it to the top. Memories: LAMB = BFFE, U: 3AM, MDz. QREN = Mac: NChz, 6/14/02z. 2: SE Dr. WillShunk shoppers at Praxil. H: U: Capt. V: Ball X: Mon; Dad; Matron. Secret Ambition: To live in a fairytale. National Honor Society.

Megan Elizabeth Corrado
“Moo, Meggie C., Corratz”

Kevin Joseph Cox
“Kev, Cox”
Ambition: To be an author. Memories: LostOldMemories, No: More8ID, Hat6! M: Day Craziness. Down: TheShoreToAllMyFriends; KeepItRealVar; Soccer; MemoriesOfThemLuvFamily. Secret Ambition: Go to the moon.

Stephen F. Cristofol
“Steve”
Ambition: Become Successful. Memories: ImDoneGoodLuck30ads; MDW2002; Wuzzup; 2AllMyBoys; andLadiesFiget; ForAllTheOnes; NorthGetAllTheGoodTimesImOut4HayFPT; Hats. Secret Ambition: Stay Single.

Ashley Cicelia Cugliari
“Googs”
Ambition: To live the American Dream. Memories: Totalgoodmemories, No: More8ID, Hat6! MDAYS; Craziness. Down: TheShoreToAllMyFriends; KeepItRealVar; Soccer; MemoriesOfThemLuvFamily. Secret Ambition: To Live My Life Without Any Regrets.

Patrick Cupillari

Lisa Marie Currie
“Li, Li-Li”
Ambition: Grad school. Memories: For every person's there's a whole life story waiting to be told. Secret Ambition: Lawyer.
Aneta Dakic
“Bubu”
Ambition: Interior Designer; Memories: Thx to Mom Dad Bro Lopez a 3110 1.3 02 Visiting all around all, miss you M.K. Love u Sandu Good Luck Ali14ever. Secret Ambition: To find my true love.

Louis Edward Dearani
“Lou”

Mark DeCesare
“Money Kidd”
Ambition: To be an accountant; Memories: I want to thank my family for all their support and love! To My friends and the times we had chillin wherever. POUT2803. Secret Ambition: To own the Miami Dolphins.

Megan Lynn DeFeo
“Meg”

Ernestina Maria Dell’Accio
“Tina”
Ambition: To own my own business; Memories: Thanks to My Family & Friends-Lad Mean DeMan 2Me! Everything ur in my Heart — Love You With All My Heart!

Kristine Michelle DelRosso
“Krissy, Tee, Del”
Ambition: When you look for the good in others, you discover the best in yourself. Memories: 4yr.MtXol dMtnsVtRahls TDdelsalD Ad memzskn Btch68gr 44Eharryg SAN7h6dols 100 2222662223 MadDell@Thr4Ad1en — ILU!NTrU. Secret Ambition: To live as if it was the last day possible.

Steven Del Tejo
Ambition: To live a good life; Memories: To my Mom Thank You for making me go all the way And to my family for being there for me.

Robert Michael DeMaio
“DeMaio, Rob, Farmer”
Ambition: NHL.Career 30. Memories: 2all whenever goodluck 3 years of ice hockey Ice Hockey = Life Megur always going. Heart Hockey will Dominate. PvGdadle30. Secret Ambition: When hell freezes over, I'll be skating it.
Lisamarie DeMarzo
"Lisa, Lee"
Ambition: To be a secretary.
Memories: RDCGBRBD KMLGABAD1-13 CGParties! KMY ea Whoo! LGPIn4 2smoment? MDiMakor for being there RD J LUVUJumb- 
MontDadNDULUVU alwaysABN4g thememories
Secret Ambition: To become rich.

Nicholas DeMarzo
"Nick"
Ambition: To be in the Airforce.
Memories: I would like to give a big thanks to my parents and close friends for always being there. Nicole ill Love you always.

Fabio A. DePiano
"Fab"
Memories: THE JOURNEYSOVER. SHOUTSTORAR- CSJB CPTWANKASF CCEGODSMAT RTABECOP ETC IT HAS BEEN FUN GOODLUCK TO ALL. CLASS 2003. Secret Ambition: To be successful in all I do.

Amanda DeZayas
Ambition: To grow up to be successful.
Memories: FISHGRW. ApptedAMERICAN Rams everything friendship will Be RACLPGAM uggayAwesome. Burns-every-
thing! uguny휴MyMom&Dad Rove Li. Secret Ambi-
tion: To become rich and famous.

Danielle Marie Digiore
"Dani, D"
Ambition: To always be happy.
Memories: CCNST-
"time" saysall J43 LENVRalu LUMOMITY MOM-
DAD+TOM TY43 20 days TR4 everywhere! TR4 everything!143 Secret
Ambition: Always remember: life goes by pretty fast if you don't stop and look around once in awhile you could miss it.

Kimberly Marie Dilts
"Kim"
Ambition: to grow up to be successful.
Memories: I was a MAN
tum into a WOman.
Secret Ambition: To become rich and famous.

Nazmiye Dinc
"April"
Ambition: Successful doctor.
Memories: 4wolohans Pklarnatnar! Zalented this&awens! Nazmiy, IDDD BiDdAARLoomALGntMakor and MontDadMakLPrnPN2
meSawinloLoLAL. Secret Ambition: To love ... N 2 be 
loved.

Candice Rose Distano
"Candy, Bait, Can"
Ambition: What do you think I should be.
Memories: AllMom&DCs&FFVE-
DCNumbers. Secret Ambition: To share the wealth with Chris-
time.
Jaliese Dolan  
"Jay, Shan-die"
*Ambition: To be successful in what ever I may do.
Memories: "ACCEPT NO1'S DEFINITION OF MY LIFE. DEFINE YOURSELF. 2 THOSE WHO KEPT MY SANITY: \[ 
\begin{align*}
\text{HINTGE:GRAP} & : \text{MICH:GRUC} \quad \text{KOR} \text{DH43}
\end{align*}
\]
SECRET AMBITION: To be happy.

Mike Doloszycki  
"Big Red, Red"
*Ambition: To make it in the music business. Memories: I want to say thanks to all my friends for helping me over the past 4 years CCIRSAW. \[ \text{BIG RED} \]
SECRET AMBITION: To have my face on Big Red gum.

Kagan D. Dombayci  
"Kagandom"
*Ambition: To wrestle for the WWE. Memories: Thank you to my parents, fellow wrestlers, and my friends. Hasil Yousbaha. \[ \text{BIG RED} \]
SECRET AMBITION: Get Trig Rabbit some Trig.

Gerardo Dominguez  
"Dave, Downing"
*Ambition: To succeed in Science. Memories: Thanks to my family and friends. Had fun in Marching Band, Jazz Band, and Bowling. Ski Club was cool. It was a great 4 years. \[ \text{BIG RED} \]
SECRET AMBITION: To travel to Antarctica.

Jennifer Anne Dugan  
"Jen, 2en, Glitter Toy, Flamingo Queen"

Christina Ellis  
"Chrissy"
*Ambition: A working mom. Memories: Thanks Always Beingaround. Secret Ambition: To have the most beautiful hair ever. \[ \text{BIG RED} \]
SECRET AMBITION: Trillionaire

Diana Emma-Grassi  
"Spork"
*Ambition: To be a successful photographer within the city limits of Tampa. Memories: To be in a starting line of every little race for anything else! \[ \text{BIG RED} \]
SECRET AMBITION: To see the glass as half full, even though I just spilled the other half.
Alan Christopher Esguerra
"ACE"
Ambition: To be an obstetrician and gynecologist entrepreneur. Memories: I will always remember that I TOLD MY FRIENDS, GOOD LUCK! Secret Ambition: To find true sincere happiness in one's self and make a lasting impression among the stars.

Francisco Espinosa
"Skittles, C.T., Coko"

Candi Lee Anne Feola
"Tintle"

Marcello Follano
"Cello, Bello"
Ambition: To be very successful in what I do. Memories: My soccer best times w/ACCOnZwvCet.CSDectClbs KTHZAnahu3. 2myFlow@BBB#DaCaptains huu= Mom Dad&Luu thans4AllFamily supportPeacePV. Secret Ambition: Travel the world.

Anne E. Ford
"Gaff, G-Money"
Ambition: Education. Memories: Sphohappy web-camrules mumamelvelabe DCSCHHppy westtdfndt Phomysnyder iratondt MontDaddar Matthordovat 1114spiriукмullу. Secret Ambition: To achieve full happiness.

Kevin Frederick

Ryan Thomas Gaffney
"Gaff, G-Money"
Ambition: Internationally Known as Party Boy. Memories: 2Fast2Live, 2Young2Die. 1Sura crE KAT#VVMTMS CKKP <Tru FriendShip Neva Dwe> Decker-Stay my LUV w/tep corcHeyMa WebAdlet

Christine Galbraith
"Tine"
Ambition: To be in the computer science field. Memories: AKALDI - BFF - Summer 02!Seaside 2000. ANON 1D-1DAY 1Blah! LS. Kashahuruza. LC. SSSAYNS 5D-BlahAAAS MOMMA(AD Revy. Secret Ambition: To become one of the richest people ever.
Melissa Ann Gambatese
“Meliss, Gambo”
Ambition: To become an elementary school teacher.
Memories: 4yrVball-4yrs, GirlsWshWchee. 2myFriends-angels
Indygame-Stall: Girls shoe-4yrs away-love-them. 2mily-droveuThrew everything. Secret Ambition: To always be a kid at heart.
National Honor Society

Anna Maria Gencarelli
“Ann, Gank”
Ambition: To run and control a legitimate business.
Memories: 2myFamL❤ U4EDoCru Bk)GRAugDean-AdKed Дан огой+бенфре+чест стиллизиту 2мФ САР HMC one "WMDav013338E: AMTour-kd4112 Secret Ambition: To rule the world.

Thomas Jon Giliberti
“T, Tom”

Anna Maria Gancarelli
“Ann, Gank”

Mario Gancarelli
“Gancarelli”

National Honor Society

Kristen Lee Ginnotti
“Kris”
Ambition: To be very successful in what I do. Memories: LOTS OF MEMS W/MANY SCR. SUM08- M1434 - 4CBP. 144 SINGED M1OY02 - GRAMS STILLHEAD THENXVRYTHIG MOM KARI DAE- REN I LUVU! Secret Ambition: To get to the top without trying.

Jennifer Gravino
“She”
Ambition: To become wealthy & have a beautiful family. Memories: TotesailrunRGG NEMAM MM AGALA, JG, M1ondad HluxU2 my Babu AnthonyLuxU2 M1RGG. 24- 03GG. JA KI That Blueberry 20the damMegaGAI Secret Ambition: To drive a Bentley.

Anthony Adam Gorga
“Gorga, Gee”

Daniel Grassa
“Danny, Diego”
Ambition: Neuroscience Researcher. Memories: Its been fun! I Lead joins faces whole army of ominous hipsters but the Id be out of a job so I guess this out of the pord.
Secret Ambition: To beat the system. National Honor Society

Jennifer Gravino
“She”
Ambition: To become wealthy & have a beautiful family. Memories: TotesailrunRGG NEMAM MM AGALA, JG, M1ondad HluxU2 my Babu AnthonyLuxU2 M1RGG. 24- 03GG. JA KI That Blueberry 20the damMegaGAI Secret Ambition: To drive a Bentley.
Suyun Gu
Ambition: SS Memories: Life is just a game, play well and have fun. Secret Ambition: If I told you it wouldn’t be a secret, now would it?

Alex Guerra
“Al”
Ambition: Computer Programming; Memories: Mom, Dad, Mimi, rest of the family, and Krista. Love you all
Secret Ambition: Artist National Honor Society

Kaitlyn Guerrero
“A”

Gianna M. Gufarotti
“Gi-Gi”
Ambition: To have a meaningful life. Memories: Mad Men/sofa gelz 143 MenMenMen02. ym-MGM w/thw/02 GAAs/2-jy3/8th BIRCHIS Haves Mem: Mom-Dad/Deeless Mike thanseverything! Secret Ambition: To always be thirsty for more.

Brenda Guimoye
“Hal”
Ambition: Teacher. Memories: Lots of Love 2 my Fam Thx 4 being there. Eddie/jana/Phil Paul/Anta/Gerry Karen BLPVE. You’re the Best! 14XCMO. Secret Ambition: To find my dream guy.

Erol Gulistan
“Earl”
Ambition: To become rich and live without any regrets. Memories: Thanks to my family and all of my friends for the support, motivations and all of the good times. ENDESHA AKZIM “NATUR KIUS Secret Ambition: To own and operate The Playboy Mansion

Kristal L. Gutekunst
“Kris, Notorious, P.I.G., Booh”

Halina Guzman
“Hali”
Ambition: To be successful in everything I do in life. Memories: Iwants2 Thx MyParents! AlwaysBeingTh y 4Me, ShooEu2 AllMyGirlz. “Memories FreshYear EM VS BB TN JA AL AD KK FA. LieYaAll1 Secret Ambition: To become Rich!”
Shaun Hagen

Meghan Hanna
"Meag"

Nazal Hasan
"Naz aka Loco"
Ambition: Become successful. Memories: Shout-out to my people Ya know who Ya are! Keep it real. Much love to all ya. One Secret Ambition: Beat Hot Sauce or Allen Iverson 1 on 1.

Joyce Hatoum
Ambition: To be a famous fashion designer. Memories: b48Hazzo. Loves. I wanna leave special shoutouts to my school ppl sh Products putting up with me. HOLLA! Secret Ambition: To gain some brain cells.

Marc Anthony Haverick
"Marco, Maverick"
Ambition: Succeed in life. Memories: Thanks to everyone for helping me get 2 where I am 2-day. Remember the good-forget the bad. Mad shoutouts 2 everyone! GL.

William James Healy
"Billy, Slim, Chubbybear, William H. Holla"
Ambition: To become a Police Authority Cop. Memories: Thx 2 everyone 2-day. shoutouts to my parents and mentors. Holla. Secret Ambition: To prove them all wrong.
Johanna A. Hoyos

"Jo"

Ambition: To succeed and fulfill my medical profession.
Memories: Thanx Dad&Mom&Bro for being there everyday, my life is always going & always giving me motivation & support inc. med school.Love U bros&cuzz Secret Ambition: To help the poor children of the world. National Honor Society

Tanya Marie Hrehovcik

Ambition: To live happily ever after.

John Hunt

Ambition: To become successful.
Memories: To My Friends And Family I love You All. Thanks to all the memories. Good luck Class of 2003

Kristin Iannelli

"Kris"

Ambition: To be successful.
Memories: To My Friends And Family I love You All. Thanks to all the memories. Good luck Class of 2003

Angela Intrieri

"Angie"

Ambition: To be a successful businesswoman.

Agostino Joseph Ippolito

"Augie"

Ambition: To become rich and famous. Secret Ambition: It's A Secret.

Arben Istrefi

Ambition: To become successful.
Memories: "High achievement always takes place in the framework of high expectation." By Jack Kinder
Secret Ambition: To learn many languages

Daniela Franca Italo

"Danie, D"

Ambition: To be a Marine Biologist.
Memories: Thnx always being there 4 Me: Mom, Aunt, Ryan, Nonni, Josh, S, Fl, I, N, M Band-miss u guys! Josh-tuv u wcul my heart 100%. Secret Ambition: To own Disneyland National Honor Society
Stephanie Japhy
“Steffi, Rini”
Ambition: To compete in the 2010 Olympics.
Memories: “Believing is one step closer to achieving a goal.”
Secret Ambition: To fully understand the meaning of happiness.
National Honor Society

David Brian Joyce
Ambition: To become a surgeon.
Memories: “Don’t know what to write so I’ll just put my initials: DJ, RS, DW, KS, LB, JK, MC, KP. And all the rest I forgott.”
Secret Ambition: It’s a secret.

Jeff R. Kattas
“Death”
Ambition: To become the ruler of my own island.
Secret Ambition: To succeed in everything that comes after me.
National Honor Society

Jenna Marie Katz
“Pebbles, Crispy”
Ambition: To be successful in any path I choose.
Memories: Much love to my family and friends, especially my Mom, Dad, and Lou. Shoutouts to all of my friends! Secret Ambition: To be the ruler of my own island.

Humaira Khalil
“Huma, Whooo”
Ambition: To become the ruler of the world.

Priya Kharawala
“Pri”
Ambition: Business.
Memories: Much love to all my friends that made these 4 yrs memorable: Mom, Dad, Rohit, Thanx 4 everything! I love you guys! =) KIS Des.) Secret Ambition: To succeed in everything that comes.

Steven Kildow
“Kildow”
Ambition: To own my own business.
Memories: Thanx to Mom and Dad 4 everything. And Thanx 4 what you did to EDGECOM353 (CCP and R&D) and danis it! Secret Ambition: To be a better man than everyone thinks of me.
Bryan Thomas Kolzun  
"Piccolo, Spike"  
Ambition: Graphic designer. Memories: Remembering this past summer, if you were there you'd know why. Will never forget my close friends, you know who you K. Secret Ambition: To take over Canada.

Nick Koprivica  
Ambition: Own a casino. Memories: shouts to AV, DW, FD, ML, AG, Be, SG, JF, ND AND THE AV CREW. Good Luck everybody. BTW MC, WE NEVER REALLY LIKED YOU.

Tamer Kose  
"T-Money"  
Ambition: to ultimately be happy in life. Memories: Good Times w/Good People. Zesty. Friends I've met.2 those few who mean everything 2me u always ill- expressing whole life 4got me. Secret Ambition: play soccer at a higher level. National Honor Society.

Simon Koutouzakis  
"BOIBOI"  
Ambition: College. Memories: "I'd rather die like a man than live like a coward." 2Pac PBLT_Boi_Fran. good lookin 4 the Hot times. To my fam, thanks RU?

Kelly Kozubal  
"Kell-Dawg"  
Ambition: Medical assistant. Memories: memories frshyAF,IG,JSVSTN,HGAA sophy winterwoty jpr memorial wth JG. AA143. SHOUTOUTZIB MVRKIL knows ho they K. Secret Ambition: To become rich!

Jessica Lynn Labell  
"Jessy"  
Ambition: Fashion marketing. Memories: 3 yr GaGeB Head 02-03 LcksMcEd Imm. Good Times MDC 02 Mom Thanks everything it. Secret Ambition: To find true love.

Laurie Marie Larrinaga  
"Laur"  
Ambition: Write for Cosmopolitan or Glamour. Memories: I can sum up all I've learned bout life in 3 simple words. It goes on. G4Gt4Myheart 7-15-00 2 all my frendz esp. DD thx-every1.

Kim Ann Larson  
Ambition: Teacher. Memories: G500JSLQJ1LA 🥀 u thx so much and i always will. Secret Ambition: To always come out on top 149.
Sara Laurenzi
“Sar”
Ambition: To build bridges in life instead of walls.
Memories: WeddHt4Wrng |ssl|do MisdEs… AyxnD-hj3 3Yr|AC|1HEER|D|Dwvw-D|Lo menez HEL|3 Di|CK | “Disn7” terre|H|D|La|D3 | 2My fAMThr +lluA/vr
Secret Ambition: Never to walk in anyone’s shadow. National Honor Society

Linda Marie Lazcano
“Leend”
Ambition: Psychologist.
Memories: What I’ve learned; mysteries of life are lived, not solved. TCJCRM.
DGDD.FM - Thanks for helping me live. Love U guys.
Secret Ambition: To exist outside the cubicle.

Jennifer Ann Lewis
“Jen, LuLu”
Ambition: To rise to the top.
Memories: A LIFETIME OF MESS THAT NEVER WILL DIE CD LIFETIME. MRS. AN.
URFA © UBBEGF MARXSI © UOJEMYUZI © EMERGEREY BRAILHHMB MODNISTY © US
Secret Ambition: To live in a dream. National Honor Society

Pete Longo
“Pistol, P-Lo”
Ambition: To walk on the moon.
Secret Ambition: To live past 28 yrs old.

Hyror Lopes
“E, Hggz, Gor, Ronaldo”
Ambition: To have an Escalade before I die.
Memories: RC JK MIP KL BL MM Jes L HC MF TR MC TC CD Mike Mouse: To all my friends! You guys R Da Ext. Chillin In Da Escalade 3F.FD 7. Secret Ambition: To work for the FBI

Edward Lucas
Ambition: To become an Engineer.
Memories: PV is coming to an end. To all my friends that were home through it thx. L5, MP, JP, NM, scrr&swrt team Maja. Love u always. GRL&GL PV
Secret Ambition: Actually make it to & through college.

Michael V. Lucrezi
“Mike”
Ambition: To be rich;
Memories: Good Luck to my friends: ND, RD, AG, MO, NKB, OR, ST Thanks to MS, A, Mr, F Mr, G and to my Mom and Dad
Secret Ambition: To invent the better mouse trap

Candace Manning
“Cand, Shorty”
Ambition: To be happy and successful.
Memories: R-anbelieve-theyain-fatally-scor: buhnaugus © 2momMomDadMark. 2myGZ NOTISJSGFII1 thanks-foralways being there Secret Ambition: To put into life what I want out of it.
Rob Marolda
"Rollin' Rob"
Ambition: To be successful.
Memories: R&Des, SeaShuttle, "SKYVIEW," CHILLIN' with BOYZ LD SK MC KW RK GR.DD SC SK CD LO AD MD 13 MC-5-MYM-FM in # HOLE! SegurR-wTRE!!
Secret Ambition: To be the Man I know. I'm going to be, not the man everyone thinks I'm going to be.

Joseph Martenson
"Joe"
Memories: To all my friends thanks for everything. Two times Poland. A quote for everyone else. "Why not try and make yourself!"
Secret Ambition: To make it big in the music industry.

Anthony Martin
"Tony, TipToe"
Ambition: Make lots of money.
Memories: To ALL MY BOYS STAY CHILLIN' FFP FOR LIFE LETS ALL HIT IT TO THE MUSTANG TOMOM&DAD with love THANK YOU
Secret Ambition: To care about something

Nicholas Mataya
Ambition: To make it big in the music industry.
Memories: To ALL MY BOYS STAY CHILLIN' FFP FOR LIFE LETS ALL HIT IT TO THE MUSTANG TOMOM&DAD with love THANK YOU
Secret Ambition: To care about something

Megan Lydia Maute
"Maute, Mege"
Ambition: To become a successful fashion merchandiser.
Memories: Make cheap knockoffs propio- ogger2bad blocky4edsalways "BasementCree" my 4898-300000 and whoa! Momdadgetspaid love(u). Secret Ambition: To never let anyone get the best of me.

Philip Scott McCormick
"Phil, Philly"
Ambition: To cross the bridge when I come to it.
Memories: 2MY FRIENDS THNX4THE MEMORABLE EXPERIENCES-1dudes, driving & 2My 4am, 4. The Love & Support-All about Determination.
Secret Ambition: Wouldn't you like to know.

Sarah Marie McCorry
Ambition: To make it to the top and be successful.
Secret Ambition: To make a lot of money to have a big house.

Sean McIvor
Dennis McVeigh
Memories: Thanks Mo, Dad and everyone who helped me out throughout. Especially my girlfriend, Jaime who's been there through every hardship. Secret Ambition: To do something with my life I am just not sure what.

Jasmine Medina

Vincent Mehner
"Vin, Mern, Doc"
Ambition: To lead a happy and successful life. Memories: 4 unforgettable years. Memories: Senior night, Partyin' Hard w/ every 1. Thanks 2 Family & Friends 4 support. Secret Ambition: The first rule of Fight Club is ...

Rashida Merchant
"Dash, Rash, Dosh"
Ambition: Survive Memories: Where do we go from here ... we're too young to fall asleep. - RJ Good times w/ Mag. 4 C.G.I.L, Mill 4 ADX. U Mom & Dad Secret Ambition: To make a movie.

Joana Merheb
Ambition: Lawyer. rich and successful Memories: To All My friends, Thanks for the memories. "The future belongs to those who believe in their Dreams" - Eleanor Roosevelt National Honor Society

Anthony Minervini
Giuliana Carmela Minervini
"Giuli, Giuli, Mery"
Ambition: To lead a happy and successful life. Memories: Good times w/Lisa, Dave. Thans 4 Everything. Parey You. Secret Ambition: What doesn't kill you in life only makes you stronger. National Honor Society

Jesse Mizzone
"Jessay"
Rommy Mondaca
“Lil’ Romeo”
Ambition: Have A Happy Life Next To You
Memories: THNX2ALL THOSE PPL THAT BELIEVE IN ME ES, AM, LS, BS, RC, I & KF & GRANMABEST
TIME W/HABOVZALL MY PPL IN CHILE PLS. B HAPPY
Secret Ambition: Visit Saturn

Michael Mongiardo
“Mong”
Ambition: To make more money than you
Memories: The times w/Beatrice Shamu Polokeykov&Marc Hallo w/ Jeff & the crew, winter 2k2 from up the snuggle bottle. Vm & AWK. Asylna. Secret Ambition: Grand Puffah

Jennifer Marie Morino
“Jen, Jenny, Jenaiah”
Ambition: To become a professional Dance/Choreographer
Memories: 4yrs WD bl 03 St 4yrs VR 03&04, Shamu & Guys UnoWho, LR — CrazyX — Wee Wu d do W our LI Dad Mom Niclac — Their Always 4lyumghtids — 191 Secret Ambition: To always have my place in the spotlight! National Honor Society

James Morrison
“J-Mo”
Ambition: To work on Wall Street
Memories: Always remember the good times 4everpass moss millufish Thelma ayyvnena bhuwemaid 2gether 1MBay-
ters PlOCE&ME Goodlack Cliser0303. Secret Ambition: To end up on top National Honor Society

David H. Moss Jr.
Ambition: Becoming really ... really ... Really Rich!
Memories: I've had some good times in PV. But I really won't miss it. Walking up everyday at 6am is not fun But I kinda would miss it. Secret Ambition: Make comput-
er software that puts Bill Gates out of business

Jennifer Moussab
“Jen”
Ambition: Business Merchandiser
Memories: BRL&FVR143 DUCX14 PRE TAN 45Y FER3TINE 19054
w WIM&DK3 Cheer jess MRQ2momenta Arthing MRM 1902 Al Mike & Jay BOXVUK Secret Ambition: To prove everyone wrong

Michael Muchnik
“Mad Dog”
Ambition: CEO
Memories: SUCCESS CAN ONLY BE JUDGED BY HAPPINESS. LIVE LIFE TO THE FULLEST AND BE HAPPY. Secret Ambition: Army General
Chris Munson
"Munson"
Ambition: Thanx 4 memories, ZB RJ CSD AJ Never Forget, Never Regret Never Give Up AB JP SP LP BEST OF LUCK!

Carina Murone
"Cari"
Ambition: Elementary Education Teacher Memories: Gymnastics 8th grade girl, showvolleyball best friends with AA, HF, PC, JA, IA, HW, JP, NS, DI, KL, good-luckin your future!

Joseph Nagy
"Joey"
Ambition: To be very successful. Memories: THANKS MOM N DAD FOR PUSHHING ME WHEN I NEEDED IT. GOOD LUCK CHRIS N CODY. GOOD LUCK TO EL, DMA, MR, JE, LOVE YOU CHRISTINA. Secret Ambition: It's a secret.

Anthony Najem
"Tony"
Ambition: To become a well-known chemical engineer. Memories: High School flies by at a velocity of one light year per second. So enjoy every moment of it, I know I did. Secret Ambition: If I told you, it wouldn't be a secret. National Honor Society

Tamara Nelson
"Toots, 15 Minutes"
Ambition: To become famous. Memories: Wassup class of 99! To all the girls, never get CLE "99." Mom thank you for your help. Support forever, F&I. Hold up girl FALSKKSYHNGARK! This! Secret Ambition: It remains a secret

Julie Anne Nolan
Ambition: To become unforgettable. Memories: Dedicated to everyone who knows this isn't true. "To accomplish great things, we must dream as well as act." A. Frari. Secret Ambition: To be involved in any aspect of Broadway. National Honor Society

Megan Ann Nolan
Ambition: Own my own business. Memories: It's hard to believe high school is already over, these past 4 years have flown by. And now we're all-college, ready to start living our own. Good Luck! Secret Ambition: Be successful in owning a hair salon.

Matthew T. Nowen
"Matt, Hank, Hanky J."
Ambition: To prove my smart jokes. Loving my advertising company. Memories: Thanks to my parents, Mr. Jones, Mr. Shaha, Mr. Mertens, Mr. Finley, Mr. Rutledge, Mr. Schneider, Mr. Aguilar, Mr. Hargun, Mr. Kay. Secret Ambition: To surf an endless summer. National Honor Society
Mike O'Connor
“8 Ball, FLM”
Memories: I want God to bless all my classmates on their future. All my friends: MD, RC, DM, ML, JO, AND RJ.

Briana Lindsey Orefice
“Bri, Buster, Oref”
Secret Ambition: To have a better time than most can dream ... make the best of what's around.” (DMB)

Natalie Orellana
“Short stuff”
Memories: Thanking my parents for always being there for me. And my closest friends thanks for your friendship and trust.

Jonathan Osorio
“Johnny Blaze, Lil Oreo, Philosopher, Mighty Mouse, etc”
Ambition: To be successful and learn from his mistakes. Memories: Put knowledge 2 HR, Head Biggie 2P, Town & Country Christian, CD Biggie, my shorty, NH, RE, AA, Chito, Lou, Dublex, N, alldshortys. Roday. Secret Ambition: To DA next Hot Sauce or street ball legend

Lindsey Michelle Oxley
“Lynzeblynze, Byenze”
Ambition: To be a lawyer. Memories: KL, AR, LA, LV’s. Thanks to all my memories & great times! 


Mike Padula
“Mr. Superstar”
Ambition: To be king of the world. Memories: I’m not the show-stopper, I am the show. Secret Ambition: Pro wrestler

Daryl S. Paino
Ambition: To become an astronaut. Memories: Patriot Smartmouth: summer flight space music. drummer snowboarder rock climbing car loader me friend pride. Secret Ambition: To keep my hobbies active.

Kevin A. Palumbo
“Key, PB”
Ambition: Architect. Memories: Loved the FABS. BR. BG. YY. GP. KG. CF. Flyer, “A hero is not a person that is only brave five minutes longer.” (TMA). Secret Ambition: To find every Waltz ever created.
Athena Pantahos
“Dena, Deen”
Ambition: To become a pharmacist; Memories: MAD MIAZ
Hitachi Inn MEG NEVA AGET CEC DOW JO SMO2 BACK
SEAT ANG MEGH REM NY HOLLANDS U MOM
DAD ANNA JR. ML. CG. MH. JO. AG. MC
Secret Ambition: To reach further than my goal.

Giovanni Pareja
“John, Gio”
Ambition: CSS; Memories: These 4 yrs have gone way
2 quick! Gat in the Rm neat days bby 01 and 02 spring
break. 02 good memories RGPLBHPPOPVVC03
Secret Ambition: To find someone to fall in love with.

Joseph Pascrell
“Joey”
Ambition: Lawyer. Political Power; Memories: 5 Jon
Peckell is often imitated but never duplicated. $ Good
Luck to everyone!!

John Anthony Paventa
“Johnny P.”
Memories: Free Food! For me! YJ D.J. Power!! B.K.
whipped “Well, boys it’s time to clean out the house. ;)

Matthew Raymond James Pepe
“Pepe, Peep, Pep, Pepsi”
Ambition: To own my own island and become king of
it. Memories: Finally school is over. I’m so glad. See ya
YAH ST. Secret Ambition: To find a planet and rule it
with an iron fist.

Elisabetta Perrotta
“Liz”
Ambition: Teacher or Child Psychologist; Memories:
Thank Mom, Dad, sir F O J all my friends for your all
the best. Without u guys I don’t know what I will do.
Never 4 get.

Sasikarn Petchubtim
“Kitty”
Memories: thanx allthingnice2mE LaambeebSaneear
Goo Raaz Bienda & etc. Crossing guard guy in front
school & Maggielhlosgy academic team memories.

James A. Pironti
“Cracker”
Ambition: To be a professional Goof; Memories: REMEMBER:
AL GOOD TIMES CHIN WIF RITENDEKK EVERY
THING HAPPENS IMMAGION KUMONORO DIN
LIMMENVALOR CRAYMSE WASHYONS KIPEDUAN
Secret Ambition: To not regret the things I’ve done, but those I
did not do.
Michelle L. Pironti
"Mich, Meholl"
Ambition: To overcome all obstacles. Memories: Con-
gest2Every1 CFAJC141Gays MDW02 Atlantic City
M cryPrec TedMyClrew 1411EWEndysy CIASIMBD-
BURDI. BltNoNog Ddmemories2. MyOnlyTheLU!2
Secret Ambition: To fulfill my mindless adventure

Orazio Piasia
"Big O"
Ambition: Superbike champion. Memories: To all my
pizzans I survived Italian parents Go! Luck to all the
people who are graduating - we're gonna party every-
day Peace out!

Edisnarda Pogoni
"Narda"
Ambition: Nursing. Memories: Mom and Dad Thank
you for a good life & my education. Secret Ambition:
To see the world.

Matthew Poland
"Matt"
Ambition: Receive a degree in college. Memories:
Memorial Day Songsmithes Winter New Paltz Hang-
ing with Beatrix Garret Mountain Friends Secret Ambi-
tion: Blimp Poles National Honor Society

Kevin Thomas Polizzotto
"Pol"
Ambition: Sports Entertainment Event Management. Memories:
"Every man伟大 accomplishment is first responsible. Thanks
to my family for everything. Thats to the FFR. Secret
Ambition: Own a casino

Bernard Porporino
"Bernie"
Ambition: To become a cop. Memories: I love you Mom & DAD
Thank you for everything. Would love to have ZAMKPE-
R2M ENTERTAINMENT. YOU WILL BE A MEMBER WORLD! YOU WILL
BE MY BF41. Secret Ambition: To travel the world.

Lia Postorino
"Lee, Lia, Pia"
Ambition: Psychology. Memories: In a FL & Y2K! March &
DMl. "Whoiswhiteboizzouz1 shows these terrors. & thanks
Marlene, Lur, MoonDaddiep 112 & Thinkingperson. Secret
Ambition: MTV News Anchor National Honor Society
Cristina Preta
"Preta"
Ambition: To Live a successful life; Memories: DuCk- SHO, MD02-3#HAK, 
Memories: DuCk- SHO, MD02-3#HAK, 
Memories: DuCk- SHO, MD02-3#HAK,
S.02.5h.6$F, L-AGNeEadWwEgO 
SKNeNblTho VEF, DU-RLU 3#M.6$LJ- 
SKNeNblTho VEF, DU-RLU 3#M.6$LJ- 
SKNeNblTho VEF, DU-RLU 3#M.6$LJ- 
Secret Ambition: To overcome my life battles with more smiles than tears.

Kristin Prince
"Dutchez"
Memories: I've finally made it through, BIG up to my girl Melissa. Yeah dog we did it. Much love to the people who supported me. Secret Ambition: To be a singer.

Melissa Ann Puzio
"Puz"
Ambition: Exercise Physiology; Memories: 4yr. socb.
Ballcap: #20, WYW1-1903, Imaginators; Thanks-Kite-schip-
Memories: 4yr. socb.
Ballcap: #20, WYW1-1903, Imaginators; Thanks-Kite-schip-
Memories: 4yr. socb.
Ballcap: #20, WYW1-1903, Imaginators; Thanks-Kite-schip-
Secret Ambition: To be happy in everything I do National Honor Society

Shahid Rahman
"Sha"
Ambition: To own a monopoly. Memories: Never argue with an idiot. They'll bring you down to their level and beat you with experience. Secret Ambition: To be king. National Honor Society

Lauren Kathleen Rice
"Lawn"
Ambition: Art, History, Art Therapy; Memories: GREENchiel-GXH, 4yr. ChCape, ArtMuseE-RL, IntEmP-
Dspope: SWSW#ID-Hea, WE-02-02-IntEmP-
Journal: MD-Act, IntEmP-
Secret Ambition: To have the whole world spoil me rotten. National Honor Society

Sarah Jean Richardson
"Sarie"
Ambition: To be successful. Memories: Thanks Family (MGW); and friends who have been with me since day one. ASIAN, ASIAN, ASIAN
Secret Ambition: To be a rock star.

Steve Ristevski
"Beaver"
Ambition: Computer Engineer; Memories: PYZ#SIN#LIEF 
FERTY188D68FTF. S.02.5h.6$F, L-AGNeEadWwEgO 
S.02.5h.6$F, L-AGNeEadWwEgO 
Secret Ambition: To overcome my life battles with more smiles than tears.

Bryen Michael Roder
"Roder"
Ambition: To be a great lawyer. Memories: the success of my school career is being blessed & saved for by my imposi-
Memories: the success of my school career is being blessed & saved for by my imposi-
Memories: the success of my school career is being blessed & saved for by my imposi-
Secret Ambition: To be better than Johnny Cochran.
Ariosto Rodriguez

Paul Rodriguez

Joanna Romaniello

"Jo"

Ambition: Fashion
Merchandising: Memories:
MANY WAG WITH THEIRS, ILUVU'S, MOMO'S,
MM & JEE, AMOGT & j, IF THINSOM &
MCFL COPA WITH OWHM! MY GRLS-143-
THEHOMED AILUVYOU Secret Ambition: Own
every car I want.

Marissa A. Romaniello

"MAR"

Ambition: To be successful in life.
Memories: 9ers I
love you guys QC with AGMABG hub cap great mem
with AG IR AF GY MH GC AP. MI Monday nice
LOL. Mom Dad I Love U. Secret Ambition: It's a secret.

Christina Marie Romeo

"Chris, Tinaheana"

Ambition: Child Psychology: Memories:
MomNick-
Lison CTHAmillo/U Tomy/Friends Nvr4GetTheMems-
c3TEILV5F9KCMC Cofel Tk Wboya! Ridig Abzj: 4yr-
Gym 3yes Gs Nana Fpsa 143. Secret Ambition: To look
back and only see happiness.

Roy Dario Rosado

"Dubie X, Rizzo, Biv"

Ambition: To become producer and start my own record label.
Memories: I want to give love to my parents, sister and everyone
I chill with. We all can't wait to get out of here.

Alissa Rufino

"Liss"

Ambition: English
Memories: Thankyou, G2H2R2, JUGGIE41,
LWABF-AIR41 0032 IMOE SWHT THE62 IFEX, PD APJPhs,
2J Iq CuffieRM TRBM Mom & Dad. Thanks UH2U. Secret
Ambition: I wanna be a Rockette. National Honor Society

Christine Russo

"Chriissy"

Memories: To all my friends, thanks for all the memo-
tes selfish believe in yourself and your dreams will be
reality. Secret Ambition: To meet Brad Pitt
Danielle Maria Russomanno
“Dee”
Ambition: To be successful in anything I do. Memories: My Favs: ☑ Birthday, CC, CD, JC ☑ Ganza, Don’t let Deloit; ☑ 7Z ☑ BMA, Jeff; BI H = DR, Union Ave MiCorazon = JSW001 Last Night VA01BR = Fool 🔥.

Kimberley Ann Saia
“Kimi, Kinu”
Ambition: Criminal psychologist. Memories: ☑ 4vcs-CGMCD 4vcsWa1ku8 EpCvCcsUMdMhms 14HIFE inkLMorE 1992-93, madmemehjksMeMfGg, 1410D- LGI 1uMD03-01 DelMaSteph AllMyLoveYoXO. Secret Ambition: To have patience with everything unresolved in my heart.

Lauren Marie Salomone
“Laur”
Ambition: Teacher. Memories: 4vcsGCM Geheal2003! Bobsy.♥ DIY Edie11/17/99 = AD = RFE.♥ GreatMemz2GetHer XOX MomzJldKate JackEllRobbey- DonnaThamSorMuit! ♥ vaAll Secret Ambition: To be in love 4Ever, to know I’ll always have the person who taught me how National Honor Society.

Tyler Sanzari
Memories: idlike2start cuttin’ saying good bye PP keepscheckinthe spersonbe endline, 2disperes whatastynonym & whatastynotho VA hhJA. Secret Ambition: It’s a secret

Leonard Schaefer
Memories: idlike2start cuttin saying good bye PP keepscheckinthe spersonbe endline, 2disperes whatastynonym & whatastynotho VA hhJA. Secret Ambition: It’s a secret

Ashley Marie Schaffer
“Ash, Schat”
Ambition: To love and live happily, and write something people will remember. “All the meals & the lessons. You know you’re rock & roll... it’s up your High.” Love! Secret Ambition: To perform on a Broadway Stage National Honor Society.

Mathew Scheren
“Matty S”
Memories: FALL-SupLadies behoshat sweet hang! PICRoelfish, Broken Mazdas, Uwant Sansons Drk TD-Fish; Polish, Smackers, SC-Xroads. Secret Ambition: To meet Jenn Aniston

Dean Schwaner
Melissa Kris Sciacca
“Meli, Blanka, Chica”
Ambition: To prove everyone wrong. Memories: MYGIRL KRISNAS NO MATTER WHAT WE WAS ALWAYS CUTE. 4TH OF JULY HONOR TEAT. JUSTMADE. CUZUAIN'TME LU2MYPeople UNOWOUR LOVE2MYSTCREW EGTAHANXFAM0’00

Kalindi Shah
Ambition: To be a successful CEO. Memories: CNGRTS CLASS OF '03! Dream Like You’re Going 2 Live 4Ever. Live Like there is no 2morrow. Good Luck in the future! Secret Ambition: To achieve all my goals/dreams in life and prove people wrong when they doubt me.

Onaiza Shoukat
“Onaiza”
Ambition: To be a psychiatrist or physician. Memories: Congrats 25th class of 2003! 2 all my friends. KGFAK/SPANAP - langermannius opinywell!avour! MomandDad Tanks 4everything. Bros! Secret Ambition: To be a president or cosmetologist.

Charles M. Simone
“Chuck”
Ambition: To go to college. Memories: 2yearsputput Summertime working with the guys. To mom, dad, and Phil thanks for putting up with me. Secret Ambition: To get my PH.D.

Matthew Sinatra

Alexis Slota
“Lex”
Ambition: To win in the tight. Memories: LAMB hate ♥ YOU holler Clay Webster AR silk CAPE ch Service 4 LA home HOB, pull 4 BC with us. MID MICHigan AN SM 1 ♥ 8/12/99 XOXO mom and OX Secret Ambition: To find my shooting star.

David S. Smith
Jon Sogka
Ambition: Don't know. Memories: No Comment. Secret Ambition: To own Canada.

Samantha Soohoo
“Sami”
Ambition: To be a civil engineer and own my own company. Memories: Do not follow where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail. JWE SS, MD, IL, MR, MS. Secret Ambition: To remain true to myself and my friends. National Honor Society

Nicole Spinner
“Nic”
Ambition: To achieve all goals I set in life. Memories: Much love and thanx 2 all my friends 4 staying by my side 2 our muz will last a lifetime. MZ, JS. Secret Ambition: To remain true to myself and my friends. National Honor Society

Natalie Steel
“Taty”

Valerie Stella
“Val”
Ambition: To figure out what I want to be. Memories: To all my girl 4 know who u r 4-get u r mems. 4-get u r mems u 4-em. Secret Ambition: To find out how my kindness could be appreciated.

Ashley Stephenson

Kenneth B. Stiles
“Ken, Kenny”
Ambition: Get through college. Memories: Thans to my friends EH MS MV MJ and to those I have hung out with throughout the years.

Franco Straface
“Frank”
Ambition: To become a professional soccer player. Memories: I’d like to see thanks to my mom & dad & everything. Had fun hanging out with every 1 BE, BU, RP, SF. MD & everyone else. Good times we had and hope for. Secret Ambition: To become more successful than my brother Angelo.
Nicole Anne Stryker
“Stryker”

Graeme R. Swann
“Gramster, Hamster, Golden Graeme, Teddy Grams, Swanny”
Ambition: Graphic designer. Memories: 2 my fam Bow and Mom love U. Thank everything GDV 2003 GET a SK GR LD Rk RM Peace to my girl CS4 HT Ayo 1 Amb Everyone is PEACE!!! Secret Ambition: To show everyone else who I really am.

Jill Sweeney
“J. Beanz”

Phillip Tak
“Phil”
Ambition: To become a doctor. Memories: The last few years have been long and hard, but we made it through. Good luck, and may life bring you much success.

Jennifer Torres
“Jenny”
Ambition: To become a lawyer. Memories: Thank u Mom. LUV U DAD. Thank u 4 gettin me up there and taking time to guide me. I LUV U. Don’t 4get u r girl. I DID IT! Good luck Class of 91. Secret Ambition: To never become fearful of competition in life.

Sarah Elizabeth Tosi
“Sas”
Ambition: Elementary Education. Memories: CC & DID “And we find at the end of a perfect day the seal of a friend we’ve made.” Secret Ambition: To express my heart’s desire in valentine dream experience the sparkle of a thousand stars. National Honor Society

Theodora Tsatsos
“Doria”
Memories: Shoot 4 the moon even if u miss u’ll be among stars. Tommy friends. FRIENDSHIP IS CAKE AND U ARE THE RING. GOOD LUCK! National Honor Society

Nina Lorean Tullo
“Nina”
Ambition: To be an Actress/Writer. Memories: Dramabroadt hese are even lovelier than my American standards. But u, friend, that’s why u and u are a great one! REMEMBER蒱NUOUS you know me RESCU’re Secret Ambition: Finding the island of Lima and Kurt.
Joseph Urciuoli  
"Joey"  
Ambition: Own my own Fortune 500 company. Memories: Remember all the good times! Rudy,(__('')())()romp-inv; DM, DJ, JP, SR, AB, MD, FS, KP, YY, KP, HJ, TM, MC, MN, DW, DS, SLowtuphboyz Mr Mittl!!! Secret Ambition: To be Vice President of the USA.

Alexander Valvis  
"Valvis"  
Memories: Age is only measured by time, life is measured by action. Good Luck Everyone! National Honor Society

Vincent W. Varcadipane  
"The Train"  

Ashley Marie Wagoner  
"Ash"  
Ambition: To be successful. Memories: Lisa and Luan 14 UHF ECCO 200th. Erin and these 14 kids you put lov u. GC 2001 pep pep my lol. Love and thanks to all of my family and friends cj Secret Ambition: To learn the unseen and achieve the impossible National Honor Society

Erin Elizabeth Wilk  
"Erin"  
Ambition: Medicine/education. Memories: Good times with Ash, Lisa, Luan, TD, POP, PHTL. Thanks SO! BIEE 12-3000Beep 104/NC4life 4yrVar/Asda&Hass U Girls. BIEE4-Life/AlmostThatTree. Everything. Secret Ambition: To accomplish what I didn't think was possible. National Honor Society

Heather Marie Williams  
"Heath, Heather McFeather"  
Ambition: To become a teacher in a preschool for the handicapped. Memories: I want to thank my teachers - familyfriends & respect, Mrs. A. Mrs. C. & Miller. For my BFCM doing them & my familyforlove and support! Secret Ambition: To live life to the fullest.

Amanda Wiszowaty  
"The Amish One"  
Ambition: To prove to all my friends that I am not Amish. Memories: MR, EC, G, EC, MC, D, D, MD, D, EC, A, H, NS, TH4S ALWAYS N FOREVER People. Mr. and Mrs. D. always had fun. Secret Ambition: To prove to all those who thought I couldn't that I can and will.

Terrence J. Wolos  
"Terry J.T.T."  
Ambition: It's all about the green stuff. Memories: PARASORREAT THANKS TO ALL MY FRIENDS. YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE BIG THANKS. SOMEDAY I LOVE YOU ALL THAT'S IT FOR THIS YEAR AROUND. QUAILLE XTIME! Secret Ambition: "Put up or shut up."
Jonathan David Worrall
"J.D."
Ambition: Financial Freedom
Memories: The Best 4 yrs with my crew
Thank You Mom & Dad N & M, Good Luck to every 1
Secret Ambition: To direct a movie with the ultimate car-chase
National Honor Society

Daniel Wulin
"Dan"
Ambition: Great success in life
Memories: Many Thanks to Those Who Made The Last 4 Years Turn Out As They Did.
Secret Ambition: Who needs one?
National Honor Society

Also Graduating
Andre Anderson
Steven Blanc
Brian Bonsey
Brian Bucci
George Heerema
Jennifer Irwin
Michael Keeley
Manuel Overby
Salvatore Penna
Melissa Rodriguez
Amy Van Dijk
Albert Vazquez
David Zahorian
May The Force Be With You
**Best Looking**

1st Place: April Dine & Matt Nowen
2nd Place: Mandy Coccetti & Mike Capone
3rd Place: Cortney DeLotto & Marcello Follano

**Best Dressed**

1st Place: April Dine & Kevin Polizzotto
2nd Place: Giuliana Minervini & Costabile Ardolino
3rd Place: Kristen Ginnotti & Joe Pascrell

**Nicest Smile**

1st Place: Michael Capone
2nd Place: Jen Moussab & Andre Anderson
3rd Place: Jill Sweeney & Bill Enright

**Most Dramatic**

1st Place: Carissa Caruso & Joe Martenson
2nd Place: Diana Emma-Grassi & Bryen Roder
3rd Place: Chrissy Russo & Jeff Katas

**Most Musical**

1st Place: Jenna Cipolla & Joe Martenson
2nd Place: Carissa Caruso & Evan Bird
3rd Place: Janelle Billig & David Downing

**Most Artistic**

1st Place: Miracle Briones & Roy Rosado
2nd Place: Brianna Orefice & Evan Bird
3rd Place: Cortney DeLotto & Bobby Cali
Most Athletic

1st Place: Jesse Mizzone & Vinny Varcadipane
2nd Place: Michele Coral & Ryan Gaffney
3rd Place: Melissa Bifalco & Mike Padula

Most Talkative

1st Place: Nicole Stryker & Brian Baez
2nd Place: Jen Moussab & Billy Healy
3rd Place: Michele Pironti & John Pareja

Nicest Eyes

1st Place: Jen Morino & Jim Morrison
2nd Place: Amanda Carnemolla & Tony Martin
3rd Place: Magdelena Brancaccio, Candice Manning & Billy Enright

Class Cutie

1st Place: Jen Moussab & Dave Smith
2nd Place: Cristina Preta & Dean Schwaner
3rd Place: Alissa Rufino & Marc Haverick
Class Flirt

1st Place: Candy Feola & Peter Longo
2nd Place: Megan Corrado & James deStefano
3rd Place: Mandy Coccetti & Tony Martin

Class Clown

1st Place: Sara Laurenzi & Brian Baez
2nd Place: Jen Torres & Steve Cristofol
3rd Place: Mandy Coccetti & J.D. Worrall

Class Rebel

1st Place: Melissa Sciacca & Tommy Giliberti
2nd Place: Mandy Coccetti & Graeme Swann
3rd Place: Jasmine Medina & Andre Anderson

Class Couple

1st Place: Lauren Salomone & Bobby Cali
2nd Place: Christina Ellis & Joe Nagy
3rd Place: Steve Cristofol & Tony Martin
Class Inseparables (Girls)

1st Place: Lauren Atieh, Michele Coral, Alexis Slota, & Brianna Orefice

2nd Place: Lauren Rice, Alissa Rufino, & Ashley Wagoner

3rd Place: Megan Maute, Gianna Gufarotti, & Meghan Hanna

Class Inseparables (Boys)

1st Place: Matt Nowen, James deStefano, & Mike Capone

2nd Place: Steve Cristofol, Tony Martin, Kevin Polizotto, & Billy Enright

3rd Place: Marcello Follano & Costabile Ardolino

Personality Plus

1st Place: Sara Laurenzi & Paul Bowie

2nd Place: Chrissy Russo & Steve Cristofol

3rd Place: Angela Intrieri & J.D. Worrall
Most Likely To Succeed

1st Place: Janelle Billig & Vin Mehnert
2nd Place: Melissa Gambatese & Anthony Najem
3rd Place: Rashida Merchant & Dan Wulin

Most Changed Since Freshman Year

1st Place: Lindsey Oxley & Costabile Ardolino
2nd Place: Kim Saia / Lisa Currie & Bryen Roder
3rd Place: Anne Ford / Michele Pironti & Vin Mehnert

Typical Valley

1st Place: Megan Corrado & Bill Enright
2nd Place: Amanda Durocher & James deStefano
3rd Place: Lauren Rice & Vinny Varcadipane
The Class of 2003 wants to see Jeff Kattas and Evan Bird wear white.

Amanda Durocher and Kim Larson want to see Megan Corrado (white chief) be GREEN and Lauren Rice (green chief) be WHITE. Needless to say, they weren’t very happy!

Pete Longo wants to see Vinny Varcadipane without muscles and Kevin Polizzotto with muscles.

Ashley Schaffer wants to see Sarah Richardson dressed as a P.V. cheerleader.

Candi Feola and Vinny Varcadipane want to see Gaff as “Party Boy” again.
Stephanie Japhy wants to see Mrs. Vigilante and Mr. Ward end their “Scrantron incident” battle.

Sarah McCory wants to see Ms. Hergert out of her gym attire and in a dress.

The Class of 2003 wants to see Ms. Cubillan driving a car.

Billy Enright and Alexis Slota want to see Mrs. Dellanno and Mrs. Pedalino arm wrestle to see who could bleed more red ink onto a paper.

Danny Grassa wants to see Mr. Rubin dress “ghetto”.

You Got It!
Teachers
ROCKY
Climax Movies
10 August 1982
Row 6 Seat 14
Price: $3.00

Guns N' Roses

Tribute to the 80's Big Hair Bands

REVENGE OF THE NERDS

THE BREAKFAST CLUB

Heading Into the Awesome 80's

BORN IN THE U.S.A

THE CATCHER IN THE RYE
J.D. SALINGER
CENSORED!!
"Shop Till You Drop"

Eye Of The Tiger

Fast Food Becomes Popular  Footloose
Zack Alarashi
Zack,
Happiness and great success in all you do. We’re proud of you.
Love your family

Manny Alioz
Dear Megan,
We are very proud of you. And we wish that the future gives you whatever you always wished for. Good luck!
Love Mom & Dad

Mattia Amato
Dear Mattia,
It hardly seems possible that you’re heading to college. We are very proud of you. Enjoy this time in your life; it will be one of the most memorable. You are one of the brightest stars in the sky. Don’t be afraid to shine.
Love, Mom, Dad & Anthony

Co Ardolino
Dear Co,
We are very proud of you. You are a very special person to us. We wish you all the luck in the world and may all your dreams come true. Always remember that we love you and will be here for you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Sammy, Giancarlo e Nonna

Lauren Atieh
— Christopher — my heart is filled with love and pride for you. Stand tall and proud. Go forward with all your accomplishments — may your dreams come true — carry those dreams — embrace those dreams. I am confident there will be more achievements and great success for you in college & beyond. Your dad is surely smiling on you — Deena, Lon and I celebrate the person you are.
Love, Mom

Marisa Attianese
Marisa,
Watching you play varsity soccer these last 4 years has brought us lots of pride and enjoyment. We know whatever you do and wherever you go, you will be successful because of your hard work, common sense and determination. Marisa, cherish the memories and the friendships you have made while at PV.
Love, Mom, Dad & Nick

Andrew Bacsik
Congratulations on your first big accomplishment. Be prepared for new challenges ahead. You’ve always been such a good company. We admire your strong sense of family and what you believe is truly important in life. Your uncanny ability to know how people are feeling and your genuine concern for others will make you a success in business and in life. Be the best you can be, always do what you know is right, and you will have no regrets. Look for beauty in the everyday things all around you, and celebrate the small things in life. Remember that we will be here for you when you need us and when you don’t think you need us. We love you very much. Enjoy every minute of the rest of your life, even when things get tough — those times will make the good times even better. God Bless! Love, Mom and Dad

To our Baby Brother Andrew. We love you so much and are constantly impressed by you. Your maturity, strong sense of reality, perceptiveness and sensitivity will carry you wherever you may go in life. Know that we are always here for you. You are the best!
Love, Tammy and Kissy.

Anthony Balogh
Anthony,
We love you. We are very fortunate to have been blessed with a wonderful son. We are proud of you. Good luck and enjoy college and all the opportunities that are offered.
Love Mom, Dad, Michael, Monica and Alexis

Michael Berger
Dear Michael,
Congratulations on all your accomplishments. It doesn’t take three pages to say we love you and we’re so proud of you. Mom and Dad always know where the roads will lead us or know what tomorrow will bring, but if we try our best each day, you’ll discover happiness ahead. You are an inspiration to all who meet you. Good luck in your future and Michael Go for the Gold.
Love, Mom, Dad, & Grandna

Melissa Bilasco
Congratulations and Best Wishes to our Beautiful Grand—

daughter Missy. “You are the joy in our Hearts!” Love you always. Gram and Pop

— You are my First Granddaughter and a Shining Example for the others to follow. You are friendly, helpful, conscientious, persevering and have a good sense of humor—all good traits. You are your own person — “Stay that way.” Know that you can do whatever you put your mind to. Go For It. Reach for your star. I love you! Grandma

— Melissa, you could never know the happiness you have brought us. We cannot believe you are graduating already. The time has just flown by. We know, sometimes it was very hard, but you have made it through because you are strong, smart and resilient. Most importantly, you are kind, compassionate and loving. Take all that you have learned and accomplished, into your future and you will succeed. We are soooo .... proud to be able to call you our daughter.
From our Peaches
you have grown,
you have shown,
who you are.
You are our shining star!
Go on in live and be proud of who you are, and be happy. Remember we will always be here for you, and will always and forever love you. Love you Most. 143-2. Love always, Mom, Dad and Ashley

“CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD LUCK IN YOUR FUTURE!” To Tanya Herhovick, Kristen, Janell, Amber, Bierach, Chrissy Russo, Magdalena Brancaccio, Hygor Lopez, Lissamarie & Nick DeMarzo, Bob Cargill, Jenna Cioppola and Kim Larson. If we forgot anyone we are sorry but you know who you are. To all of the seniors on the soccer, basketball, and softball teams, thanks for all of the memories. Love, the Bilasco’s

Bobby Call
Dear Bobby,
From when we were a little boy you made us proud. You have grown into a fine young man. Always follow your dreams.
We love you forever, Mom, Dad, Joe

Michael Capone
Michael,
Congratulations! We are proud of you! We hope all your dreams come true!
Love always, Mom and Dad

Dan Cercone
Dear Dan,
We love you very proud of you. Keep up the great work in college.
Love, Mom, Dad, Alex, Marco, Teresa & Christina

Lisa Charlamous
Lisa,
My middle child, my preemie. I would stay up nights worrying about you, but thank God all the worry was for nothing. I’ve grown into a beautiful young woman whose smile lights up any room. You have definite goals in life and are on the road to achieving them. Always remember that family is important and we will always be there for you. Future dreams- the florist, the husband and kids, the house, the daschund, the Audi and all the love in the world.
Love always, Mom and Dad

Amanda Coccetti
Dear Manda,
You are all the wonderful things I thought you would be. You’re the best!
Love, Mom

Jonathan Colon
Jon,
Thank you for being you and for all your help and understanding. Go forward and don’t waste time. You are my hero. You are the only one that can make your dreams come true, and I’ll be there for you. We love you, Mom & Dad

Even though we are different, let’s stick together to be the best badass AC.

Christine Cook
Christine,
We are all so proud of you and we love you very much. We know that you can achieve whatever you want in life. Just know that we will always be here to love and support you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Wendy & Daniel

Michele Coral
To our daughter Michele.
You have always made us proud, in sports, in the classroom and as a person. May your person be as bright as you and may all your dreams come true!

Megan Corrado
Dear Megan,
What a whirlwind the past four years have been! Class president, three-sport varsity athlete, White, Chief, Student Senate president and outstanding student to name just a few of your accomplishments. You set your goals high and worked diligently to achieve them. We are extremely proud of you and what you have accomplished during your high school career. As you are striving to reach all of your goals, you remained the warm, sweet, compassionate, witty person we have always known. Your bright smile, wonderful sense of humor and zest for life has brought so much joy to all of your family. We hope your college experience will be as much fun and as successful as the last four years have been. We pray that your life will be filled with love happiness and good health. You are the best daughter, sister and aunt that we could have ever hoped for. We love you baby girl.

Mom, Dad, Kristin, Dawn, Robert and Melissa, Heather and Steve, Bryan and Shane.

Michael Costello
Shoot for the stars Michael. You can get there if you try. We will always be there along the way.
Congratualtions.
Dad, Mom & Katelyn

Kevin Cox
Kevin,
From the day you stepped foot on this earth we knew that God had blessed us. Your love for your family and the respect that you show others has made you the special person that you are. You have made us so proud to say that you are our son. Everything that you took on you gave 150%, both academically and athletically. We loved watching you play soccer and run track and we hope that you continue to play in college because you always give it your all. Your great generosity towards your friends, sisters, brothers, aunts and cousins are very proud of you! I know that your grandmother and grandfather are cheering for you from heaven. Continue to use the gifts that God blessed you with 150%. Always keep that sense of humor alive because it makes you shine. We love you very much Kevin.

Love Mom & Dad

Key
Thank you for being such a great brother. We are very proud of you & I’m (Kristi) going to miss you taking me to school and knowing that you’re in my school. I’m also going to miss your class. This was a great class of both girls and boys. We love you Key.

Brian, Kristi, Kip and Peaches.

Stephen Cristofol
Dear Andrew,
Just yesterday you were starting your Freshman year. Now your looking ahead to your future.
Take with you all the good qualities you posses. Always keep your great sense of humor. And always remember that we are very proud of you and all your accomplishments with academics and sports.
You have proven yourself to be a true leader and a positive role model for your peers.
Treasure all the friendships you have made along the way. Never forget the good times.
Be true to yourself in life and success will be yours.
Love you always, Mom & Dad

Patrick Cupillari
Patrick,
We are proud of you and your achievements. Good luck for the future.
Love Mom, Dad and Enrico

Lisa Marie Currie
Dear Lisa, (LtEl)
We are proud of you coming to an end of a chapter in your life but beginning a new one. Use the same dedication and determination you always have and you will without doubt fulfill all your dreams. As always, we are so proud of you and thank God everyday for giving us you.
We love you so much, Mommy & Daddy
Congratulations on your graduation. Another PV graduate in the family. We can’t believe how fast these four years have gone by. Remember to cherish every moment of your life because time goes by quickly. You can do anything you set your mind to. Keep at it for work for it. We will always be there for you. God Bless You.

All our love, Mom, Dad & Kyle

Mark DeCerere

Love and best wishes to our son Mark = Dad, Mom, JJ and Buddy

Tina Dellaccio

Congratulations! May your future be filled with happiness and success. We will always be there for you.

Love Mom, Dad, Joey

Corinna DeLotto

Corinny,

It was obvious from the day that you were born that God wanted to give the world someone special. What a joy and honor it has been to watch you become the beautiful person that you are. As you take the next step in your life, embrace life and all that it has to offer, love and be happy. Just remember that in our hearts you will remain forever young. Hollywood is waiting. Deepen your love for the little girls from your biggest fans, Mommy and Daddy (XOXO)

Fabio De Piano

Fabio,

How quickly your childhood has passed. You have grown into a fine young man. We are proud of all your accomplishments, and we know the best is yet to come! Our love always, Mom, Dad and sis Daniela

Kristine DelRosso

Dear Ryan,

Four short years ago, as you walked through the door of PV, you were the “little sister” of a big senior. We knew that it was only going to be long for you to make your own way. Ever since you were a little girl, you knew your own mind and followed your own heart. These are qualities that have remained true to you. You have set standards for yourself that have guided you and have helped to mold you into the beautiful, sensitive young lady that you have become. You are strong, but with a kind and loving spirit. You have earned the respect and admiration of your friends, and with true friendships you will never feel alone. You have had your share of disappointments, but you found the strength to rise above them and come out stronger because of them. Kristine, we are so proud of you and all that you have achieved. The world awakes and we are so excited to see all that is about to unfold before you. We wish you a life filled with much love and happiness. Keep flaunting that beautiful smile and the world is sure to smile back at you!

All our love always, Mom and Dad

James de Stefano

Dear John,

We just want to tell you how proud we are of all of your accomplishments. Remember never get discouraged and follow your dream.

Love Mom, Dad, Jen and Steve

Danielle Digione

Dear Danielle,

From the first time I saw you I knew you were special. You have always made me proud and I love you with all my heart.

Mom

Kim Dills

Kim, We wish you all the best! You should be proud of all you have accomplished throughout your high school years at PV. You certainly have made us proud. We know you will continue to be successful in college and beyond.

Love Mom and Dad

Jalilene Dolan

To Jalilene,

It is with mixed emotion that I open my arms, not to embrace you anymore. It is one of the most difficult things for a mother to do ... to watch the child that she has borne and nurtured for 18 years go off into the world. One part of my heart swells as I hold back tears of sadness at my loss, while another part of my heart beats with anticipation and a sense of wonder as I watch you get ready to build your wonderful future. I wish you only days filled with joy and discovery as you leave my nest and begin to build your own.

With all my Heart, Mom

Dear Jalise,

It seems so long ago that you were that precious little princess. Over the years, as I’ve watched you grow, I have had the joy of witnessing you grow into a beautiful young woman that you are today. I love you very much.

Love, John

David Downing

Dear Dave,

It does not seem possible that high school years are over. We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. Continue to work hard towards your goals and ambitions. May your live be filled with happiness and success. May your dreams become a reality. Our love and best wishes go with you and we will always be there for you.

Love Mom & Dad

Jennifer Dugan

Congratulations! We are so proud of all your accomplishments in the past four years. As you begin your journey into adult life, we wish you success in everything you do. Best wishes and love to you and your family.

Mom, Dad, Smarty & Jimmy

Amanda Durocher

Amanda,

You made of very proud of you. We wish you lots of happiness and success in your future. Just remember you will always be our little princess and we love you very much. We are proud of all your hard work and what you’ve accomplished through your high school years. Keep doing your best. Reach for your goals. We love you. Congratulations. Love Mom & Dad

Bill Enright

Billy,

We admire your integrity as a young adult and know you will continue to choose your path wisely. We are proud to be your parents and thank you for providing us with 18 years of happiness.

Love, Mom & Dad

Ryan Gaffney

Dear Ryan,

What terrible ride. We wouldn’t change anything about you over the last 18 years. Through it all we have enjoyed all the cheers and all the tears. Whether we watched you from the sidelines, the bleachers, or behind the backstop, we’re so proud of how you handled yourself as a competitor and a gentleman. Being told by your teachers, coaches and teammates what a gentleman and competitor you are is the formula that will carry you through life. Always keep in mind that you never achieve all of your dreams, but you’ll never achieve anything if you don’t dream. Dream Ry, Ry.

Love always, Mom, Dad & Derek.

Christine Galbraith

Christine,

There is no need to reach high for the stars. They are already within you - just reach deep into yourself! Congratulations.

Love, Mom & Dad

Melissa Gambatese

Melissa,

Our precious daughter. You have filled our hearts with love and happiness. Our accomplishments have truly made us proud. Now as you graduate high school, we congratulate you. We wish you a future filled with love, happiness and prosperity. May you reach the stars and achieve all of your dreams.

With all our love, Mom and Dad

Tom Gillibi

Dear Tommy,

Feb 5, 1985 is a day forever cherished. Words cannot express the pride that I feel having you for my son. You have grown into a loving, strong, sensitive and wonderful man. I listen to your heart, believe in yourself and in your dreams and in your goals and you will go far in life. Congratulations!

I love you, Mom

Congratulations to a great son and brother. As you go through life, remember, we will always be there for you. Never forget Tom that we love you and are very proud of you. May your future be successful and filled with happiness. GO FOR IT!

Love, Matt & Stephen

Dear Tom,

We are proud of you and we love you. Much success and happiness in all you do. God bless you always. Love Grandma & Grandpa

Kristin Lee Ginnotti

To my little angel! This is one of the happiest days of my life and it’s one of your too! I still can’t believe that my last child is graduating high school. It seems like yesterday that we were together all the time. You are, inside and out, the most beautiful daughter, sister, and friend anyone could ever wish for. I am so just proud of you and I know the world will be a much better place with you in it. Remember to always look for the positive side to any situation and that should pull you through. You know that me, Darren and Karl will be there for you forever and always. Know that you will be successful in whatever you decide to do in life because you are such a good person and you are blessed! I love you with all my heart "Angel Face!"

Love, Mommy

Kristal Gutenkunst

Dear Kristal,

You have already accomplished so much, and we know that you will continue to succeed in the future. You have made us so proud. Life is what you make it, and we know that you will always make the best of it. We love you.

Love Mom & Dad

Shaun Hagen

Shaun,

Congratulations on your graduation from Passaic Valley. We are very proud of you. May your music take you places where others can only dream of.

Love, Mom & Dad

Meghan Hanna

Dear Meghan,

You certainly have made us proud. We are so proud of you. Your future will be filled with wonderful joy because of the special girl that you are. Remember always how much we love you.

Love always Mom & Dad

Marc Haverick

Dear Marc,

Congratulations and lots of luck in your future. May all of your dreams come true. You’re very special. Words cannot express how proud we are of you.

Love always Mom and Shawn

Angela Intrieri

Angela, We can’t believe the baby of the family is graduating H.S. ! We are so proud of the beautiful, smart young woman you have grown up to be. We wish you nothing but the best that life has to offer you. It is all up to you to make it happen. We are confident that you will succeed because you deserve the best and you are a hard worker. We will be here for you no matter what. May happiness and Good Health be generous to you and our family ties. Congratulations- We love you, Angie! XOXO Claro! Love, Mommy and Daddy

Angela, Congratulations on reaching this milestone in your life. We can’t believe that our “baby sister” has grown to be the beautiful, intelligent, humorous and sweet young woman you are. We are so proud of you and wish you all the best that life has to offer you. You will succeed at everything if you use your mind and follow your heart. Always follow your dreams for they will become your reality. Keep smiling and don’t ever have any regrets. We love you and will always be here for you no matter what. You are not only and always will be the “little baby sister” but a Best Friend! Best of all, you call your future endeavors, Chicky!! Love, Louise & Tina xoxo

Daniela Italo

Dear Daniela,

Feb 5, 1985 is the most precious and beautiful gift that God gives a mother. I have been privileged in having you as my daughter. Daniela, you have grown up to be loving, honest, caring, courteous and trustworthy in your relationships with family members and friends. I thank God for having placed you in my care. It has been wonderful to witness those important milestones in your life. I especially remember your excitement and sense of accomplishment when you took your first steps. Those first steps lasted approximately five hours that day.

Letters From Home
There have been many other momentous times during your "growing up" years. These have been your achievements in music, dance, and sports. It has been fascinating and so wonderful for me to watch you develop into a well-rounded young lady in the process of cultivating your interests, skills, and being proud of your academic achievements. I have admired your love of animals, especially your dedication and perseverence in your work and your service during the summer you spent at a volunteer at the Garrett Mountain Equestrian Center. For the last three years it has been a marvel to me and exciting to see you perform for competitions, at football games and in parades in the Passaic Valley Marching Band. Also, most recently, I have been especially happy for you when you decided to play your French Horn in our church's Lighthouse Orchestra. It has been and is the desire and love that you have in learning many things such as a new instrument, a new sport, or in acquiring knowledge on a subject of interest that will undoubtedly continue to increase your intellectual, physical, and spiritual growth. As you leave Passaic Valley High School, I pray that God will continue to guide you to become the person He wants you to be. May He richly bless you as you pursue your interests in college for a successful and happy future. Congratulations! All my love and affection, Mom

Jeff Kattas
Dear Kim,

We are very proud of all your accomplishments. You are a very dedicated student and we wish you good luck and much success in your future in medicine. PV will also miss your skill and creativity as lighting president.

Love, Mom & Dad

Kim Larson
Dear Jennifer,

Congratulations! You have earned your high school diploma. We are so proud of your accomplishments and your future has brought into our lives. Your integrity and honor, combined with your sensitive and caring heart raise you far above the crowd. You are truly golden. We are so proud of the young man that you have become and eagerly look forward to seeing where your future will lead. Your time at P.V. has helped to prepare you for many challenges that await you in college and in the Air Force. You have come so far to continue to reach your dreams—they’re waiting for you! Fly high, Daryl! Soar with the eagles! Remember — we will always be there with you. We are blessed and fortunate to have you for our son, brother and our friend. We love you, Mom, Dad and Charleen.

Kevin Palumbo
Dear Kevin,

You have become all we could have hoped for and more! We are so proud of your accomplishments! Don’t ever let anyone keep you from being yourself. You have so much to share and such a terrific outlook on life! We love you this much and much, much more! Mommy, Daddy and Stephanie OXOXOXOX

Daryl Paino
Dear Daryl,

You have opened up a whole new world for us and we thank you. We love the many wonderful adventures you have brought into our lives. Your integrity and honor, combined with your sensitive and caring heart raise you far above the crowd. You are truly golden. We are so proud of the young man that you have become and eagerly look forward to seeing where your future will lead. Your time at P.V. has helped to prepare you for many challenges that await you in college and in the Air Force. You have come so far to continue to reach your dreams—they’re waiting for you! Fly high, Daryl! Soar with the eagles! Remember — we will always be there with you. We are blessed and fortunate to have you for our son, brother and our friend. We love you, Mom, Dad and Charleen.

Kevin Palumbo
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Daryl Paino

Dear Darryl,

You have become all we could have hoped for and more! We are so proud of your accomplishments! Don’t ever let anyone keep you from being yourself. You have so much to share and such a terrific outlook on life! We love you this much and much, much more! Mommy, Daddy and Stephanie OXOXOXOX

Daryl Paino

Dear Jennifer,

Congratulations! You have earned your high school diploma. We are so proud of your accomplishments and your future has brought into our lives. Your integrity and honor, combined with your sensitive and caring heart raise you far above the crowd. You are truly golden. We are so proud of the young man that you have become and eagerly look forward to seeing where your future will lead. Your time at P.V. has helped to prepare you for many challenges that await you in college and in the Air Force. You have come so far to continue to reach your dreams—they’re waiting for you! Fly high, Daryl! Soar with the eagles! Remember — we will always be there with you. We are blessed and fortunate to have you for our son, brother and our friend. We love you, Mom, Dad and Charleen.

Kevin Palumbo

Dear Jennifer,

Congratulations! You have earned your high school diploma. We are so proud of your accomplishments and your future has brought into our lives. Your integrity and honor, combined with your sensitive and caring heart raise you far above the crowd. You are truly golden. We are so proud of the young man that you have become and eagerly look forward to seeing where your future will lead. Your time at P.V. has helped to prepare you for many challenges that await you in college and in the Air Force. You have come so far to continue to reach your dreams—they’re waiting for you! Fly high, Daryl! Soar with the eagles! Remember — we will always be there with you. We are blessed and fortunate to have you for our son, brother and our friend. We love you, Mom, Dad and Charleen.

Kevin Palumbo

Dear Jennifer,

Congratulations! You have earned your high school diploma. We are so proud of your accomplishments and your future has brought into our lives. Your integrity and honor, combined with your sensitive and caring heart raise you far above the crowd. You are truly golden. We are so proud of the young man that you have become and eagerly look forward to seeing where your future will lead. Your time at P.V. has helped to prepare you for many challenges that await you in college and in the Air Force. You have come so far to continue to reach your dreams—they’re waiting for you! Fly high, Daryl! Soar with the eagles! Remember — we will always be there with you. We are blessed and fortunate to have you for our son, brother and our friend. We love you, Mom, Dad and Charleen.

Kevin Palumbo
Lauren Rice

Laurens — The phrase ‘A Hornet Born, A Hornet bred’ seems so appropriate. You’ve grown up hearing stories of P.V. and watched as your sisters enjoyed their years here, and now your turn. You’ve made so much of your time here, carving your own little niche, setting your goals high and ultimately achieving them.

You’ve accomplished all that you have on your own merit, with integrity and confidence, never losing sight of what’s really important in life. You’re living proof that ‘good guys’ can win. You’ve made us all so very proud, not only because of your many achievements, but because of the woman you’ve become. Your great sense of humor and compassion for others have touched many people at P.V. graduate. You are leaving with memories that will last a lifetime. Thank you for letting us share these times with you, through the happy times and even the sad, we have always felt so lucky to be there with you. We wish for you all the love and happiness that life has to offer. May God bless you and watch over you all the days of your life. Remember that we will be here for you and love you always and forever.

You will always be ‘our little angel’, Love, Mommy and Daddy

Joanna & Marissa Romanelli
Dear Joanna and Marissa

Congratulations! You are both so special. May your future years bring you love, happiness and true success. And may all your dreams come true.

Love always,
Mom, Dad, Carminie and Vickie

Roy Rosado

Roy,

We want to tell the world that we are proud parents of a very smart and talented young man. Your success and happiness means the world to us. We know there’s no goal unreachable by you.

Love Mom, Rau, Ana, Chico

Alissa Ruffino

Dear Alissa,

It is so hard to believe that you are graduating from high school. You are our baby!! We are so proud of the young woman that you have become.

From the beginning you were cuddly and lovable and as you grew you showed compassion and strength and always a smile. You have given us so many happy times and endless memories.

As mom, you know that there is a twinge of sadness to let go of some things we shared and enjoyed so much such as cheersing and Girls Show. While dad was always proud to see you do so well and enjoy these things, he will not miss the green glitter etc. scattered around ... but he is happy to know that you are making the right choices in life.

Love, Mom

As mom, you have grown and blossomed into a confident, compassionate and beautiful young woman who is ready to take on life’s challenges.

Love Mom and Dad

Charles Simone

I can’t believe that you are a senior already- where has the time gone? I still remember you going to school for the first time. What an adventure that was. You are so proud of the young man you have turned into and hope your future will be full of love and happiness. You are a very caring and warm person who loves to tease everyone especially your grandparents. May you be successful in everything you do in the future. May you always be surrounded by LOVE. We love you with all our heart.

Love, Mom and Dad

Matt Sinatra

To my son,

“Find your strength and answers deep within – trust yourself and let your dreams begin!”

Love, Mom

David Smith

Dear David,

From the day you were born you brought happiness into your lives. You have worked hard, strived for your “goals” and focused on success. Your talents, skills and abilities have gotten you this far. Continue to guide yourself in the right direction. Always remember that we are there for you.

May all your dreams come true. Good luck in college. May you lead a long, healthy and prosperous life, but never forget the road home.

Love you always we will, Mom, Dad and Thomas

Ashley Stephenson

Congratulations Ash! Love Mom, Jon, Bugs, Thora, Nick, Erica, Grandmommy and Grandaddy. We love you!!

Joseph Urciuoli

Dear Joey,

We are judged by what we finish not by what we start, and you have made a spectacular finish! So many great accomplishments. So many proud moments for your father and me. We will always deeply treasure them. Continue to be the best that you can be. Follow your dreams for dreams are who we are.

With much love and pride, Dad, Mom, Michael

Vincent Varascipane

Dear Vinnie,

Ever since you were born you’ve enriched our lives more than you’ll ever know. You’re the best son any parents could ask for and we love you. Follow your dreams and always be true to yourself. Don’t forget to call.

Love Mom and Dad

Erin Wilk

When you were a little girl we held your hand, guided and protected you the best we could. It’s now time for us to let go. You are about to begin a new chapter in your life. A life with a bright and exciting future, and we wish you all the happiness and success in the world. Never forget how very proud we are of you and how very much we love you. Remember you will always be our little girl.

Love Mom and Dad

Heather Williams

Heather,

I am so proud of you. You have grown to be such a beautiful young woman. I am proud of all your hard work. You will achieve your dreams and goals because you are willing to work hard and constantly challenge yourself. Believe in yourself.

I love you — always, Mom

Dearest Heather,

How fast the years have gone by. I can still remember your first day of preschool and now you are a graduating senior, soon to be off to college. Much has happened during these years, and despite it you have worked extremely hard to get where you are now. Your extra effort and determination can be matched by no one, and that is what makes you special. I have enjoyed your cheer and band activities, but more importantly I love you for the young woman you turned out to be. Remember you will always be my baby. Dad will always be there for you.

Love always, Dad

Terry Wolos

Terry John,

The years have gone by too quickly, but not a single day has passed that you haven’t made us proud. No two parents could ever love a son more than we love you.

Mom and Dad, Nicholas & Megan

Daniel Wullin

Dan,

We are so proud of all of your achievements. You can be anything you want to be! May all your dreams come true.

Love always, Mom, Dad, Jen & Grandma

To my Meg,

From the moment you were born, my blessing has been you. We’ve been together through thick and thin and togeth-er we soared. Reach for all your stars always.

I love you, Mom

You are now reaping the rewards of all your hard work. Enjoy! Stay on track. Keep your “eye on the prize!” If there is such a thing as being more than proud then that’s what I am of you and your accomplishments. And always remember - “I got your back.”

Love ya, Daddy

My dearest Heather,

Heather,

I am so proud of you. You have grown to be such a beauti-

ful young woman. I am proud of all your hard work. You will

achieve your dreams and goals because you are willing to

work hard and constantly challenge yourself. Believe in

yourself.

I love you — always, Mom

Dearest Heather,

How fast the years have gone by. I can still remember your

first day of preschool and now you are a graduating

senior, soon to be off to college. Much has happened during

these years, and despite it you have worked extremely

hard to get where you are now. Your extra effort and deter-

mination can be matched by no one, and that is what makes

you special. I have enjoyed your cheer and band activities,

but more importantly I love you for the young woman you

turned out to be. Remember you will always be my baby.

Dad will always be there for you.

Love always, Dad
Sweeten your party with KandyKane the Clown

Specializing in:
- Children's Parties
- Picnics
- Fairs
- Dancing Sing-A-Longs
- Balloon Twisting
- Face Painting
- Tattoo Art
- Games
- Juggling

I'm also an "ELF" named Sugar during the holidays.

Sweet Treat Entertainment
(973) 256-5090 Cell (973) 931-5091
Email: www.KandyKancl2345@aol.com

Branch 120
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF LETTER CARRIERS

JOSEPH MURONE
President

194 Ward Street
Post Office Box 2586
Paterson, NJ 07509-2586
Phone: (973) 279-7356
Pager: (973) 916-2336

PACKAGEMASTERS, INC.
THE ONE COMPANY FOR ALL YOUR PACKAGING NEEDS

PHILIP POLIZZOTTO
President
E-mail: ppolizzotto@packagemasters.com
7 JEWELL STREET, P.O. BOX 150, GARFIELD, N.J. 07026

Kim A. Dolan
Sales Representative
ERA Soldoveri Real Estate
251 Union Blvd
Totowa, N.J. 07512-2631
Office: (973) 342-2200
Fax: (973) 942-1585
Cell: (973) 788-8276
E-Mail: kim.dolan@era.com

Enzo Custom Tailoring
For man, woman and children
716 Riverview Drive
Totowa, N.J. 07512

Good Luck Michelle!

PROBE RESEARCH, INC.

Three Wing Drive, Suite 240
Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927-1000
Tel: 973-285-1500, ext. 210
Fax: 973-285-1519
email: franbarb@aol.com
web: http://www.proberesearch.com

MR. VENDING, INC.
Sales and Service

Bob Morrison
(973) 256-4832
Beeper: (201) 539-0163

BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDSMOBILE

112 Route 46 East
Totowa, New Jersey 07012
Tel: 973-785-4300
Fax: 973-785-3826
Cell: 201-248-4862
E-mail: BroganClifton@worldnet.att.net
www.brogancadillacolds.com

ROD COCCETTI
Enrico Cupillari, pictured
Pat Cupillari, Proprietor
Dan Peralta, Proprietor

PAT & DAN’S TEXACO
All Mechanical Services
Brakes • Shocks • Tune-Ups
Mufflers • Engine Work
610 Clifton Ave • Clifton
973-365-9894
SHAUN HAGEN CLASS OF 2003—HOPE YOU HAD THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE
CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 2003

We wish you a lifetime of success and happiness.

BARRISTER
Mortgage & Investment, LLC

BARRISTER MORTGAGE & INVESTMENT
986 McBride Avenue
West Paterson, NJ 07424

LAURA BORRELLI & STAFF
973-785-4800

WHERE HAS THE TIME GONE?
IT SEEMS LIKE JUST YESTERDAY, WE WERE WAITING FOR OUR
ALEXIS TO BE BORN. NOW SHE HAS GROWN INTO A BEAUTIFUL,
LOVING AND CARING, YOUNG LADY. YOUR FAMILY IS SO
PROUD OF YOU AND WILL ALWAYS BE THERE FOR YOU.
CONTINUE TO GROW AND STAND TALL! DON'T BE AFRAID TO
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS. CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD LUCK
ON YOUR NEW JOURNEY THRU COLLEGE.
LOVE AWAYS, DAD, MOM, & NICOLE.
Dear Daniela,

You have grown up to be a delightful, intelligent, and caring young lady of whom we are all very proud.

May God grant you His guidance, protection, good health, joy, and all that your heart desires as you work toward achieving your goals in college and in the future.

With all our love we ask that God richly bless you beyond what we are able to ask or think. Congratulations!

Love and affection always,
Mom, Grandma, Grandpa,
Uncle Carmine, Aunt Mary
and your loving and affectionate pet, Fifie
To our daughter Michele...
What a great achievement.
No one deserves it more.
Best wishes in everything you do, in all you do! Good luck in your future journey.
Always be happy! We love you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt, and Jon

Congratulations
Michael Berger
We Are So Proud Of You And All Of Your Accomplishments
Grab On To The Future And
Light Another Star On Broadway
Good Luck
Mom, Dad & Grandma

To Eddie Lucas,
“There’s a child in all of us, a person who believes in a glorious future.”
Jasmine Guy

Always be a first-rate version of yourself, instead of a second-rate version of somebody else. The stars you reach for are already within you.

With Love and Pride,
Mom, Dad, Jenny, Stephanie, Vanessa, and Grandma
Good Luck
Passaic Valley
Graduates Of
2003
To A Bright, Happy, And Rewarding Future
Cars & Stripes
Totowa, N.J.

West Paterson At Ease
Program
P.O. Box 2313
West Paterson, NJ 07424
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SUMMER DAY-CARE
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Congratulations Class of
2003
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Congratulations

Lindsey

& Class of

2003
Dear Kim,

It was tough enough handling your sister graduating and now here I am writing to my other little girl. It truly is hard for me to believe that you are graduating high school. You are so special in your own way and, yes, very special to me. Your independence and your persistence have been traits of yours throughout your life and they have brought you many successes and accomplishments. If ever you felt that I was being distant it was not from any lack of caring but from a greater love to be able to see my little girl achieve so much on her own. As a Dad it feels good to have that comfort inside that my little girl is going to make it in this world and that no one better mess with her. Of course, it’s been these same traits of yours that have given me the gray hairs that I have. No doubt, there’s been times that I’ve messed up, when I should have handled things differently. I apologize for those times. But no matter what, they were always driven by the love and concern that I have for you. Honey, I know how special it is for you to be graduating and I want you to know how proud I am of you and have always been. I know that you will reach your dreams. Just remember that I love you so very very much and that I will always be there for you. I’ll be there in the shadows with my arms open for you. Congratulations on your graduation. I wish you happiness, peace and good fortune every day of your life.

Love,

Dad

Kim,

Congratulations at this very special time of your life.
You have made us proud over the years.
Good luck in all that you do.
May your every dream come true and your every wish be granted.
Remember we will always be here for you.
Happiness and peace always.

We Love You,
Dad, Mom and Steph

To all of you from the Class of 2003 that have graced our home over the years (and you know who you are),
Thank you for the laughs that you brought into my life and the good times that we all enjoyed.
Thank you also for the respect and the kindness and the caring that you always gave.
I wish you the best of everything in life.
Congratulations on your graduation.
And remember, or home is always open for you!
All the best always,
Ron
Warner Communications Co., Inc.
Established 1935

Design, Sales, Installation, and Maintenance of Two Way Radio Communication Systems

Authorized Two-Way Radio Dealer
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CONGRATULATIONS TO ROB AND THE CLASS OF 2003

Rewards are what you have brought to us, so our hearts will be with you wherever you go.
Be alert as you enter each bright new day.
Efforts you make will pave your way.
Rise to the challenge of life's new themes.
To fulfill your goals and all of your dreams.

“Goals are dreams with deadlines”

Love, Mom, Dad & Joe
BEST FRIENDS

It took us three years.  
Now we’re finally friends. 
High school is over, 
But our friendship won’t end.

We have so much in common, 
Sisters at heart. 
Two very special people, 
Right from the start.

Although we are graduating, 
We’ll always keep in touch. 
Best friends are forever, 
And forever means so much! 

Lauren-

LOVE

It seems like yesterday, 
As freshmen we met. 
A day we’ll cherish, 
And never forget.

We were two individuals, 
Very different to start. 
But love pulled us together, 
Now we’ll never be apart.

Three years have passed, 
We’re still best friends. 
The memories and happiness, 
Will never end.

To the class of 2003, 
Graduation is here. 
Best of luck to all, 
It’s been a great four years! 

Lauren-

Kristine,

From a sweet young preschool graduate
To a beautiful young woman graduating from high school,
You have always and will continue to fill our hearts with love and pride.

Congratulations on your achievements and may all your dreams come true!

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Tara
CONGRATULATIONS!

We are proud of you, Jen! During these past four years, we have witnessed an amazing transformation. Our little girl has become a beautiful, confident young woman. We have watched you blossom into a lovely, compassionate person. Our best wishes to you in everything you do.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Marty & Jimmy

BEST WISHES CLASS OF 2003!
Dear Kevin,

It only seems like a week has passed between taking these two pictures, but it seems like a century has passed watching you mature with all of your accomplishments. At one point you were in Cub Scouts competing in the Pinewood Derby with no cares in the world, and next you were out earning three Varsity letters in soccer, indoor track and outdoor track while getting good grades and preparing yourself for college.

Sports were always very important to you and you always gave 100%. Teamwork was always on the top of your list. Throughout the years we loved watching you play in the Rec. soccer, basketball and baseball leagues, and also your four years of CYO basketball, your “Lightning” and Jr. Hornets soccer, and the traveling baseball. You left us with a lot of great memories in watching you play your heart out.

Sports and teamwork were not the only things that helped you to grow, but politics in sports, something that you learned at an early age, also helped you mature. This gave you an understanding of people and what you would have to endure throughout your life.

Your love and respect for your family and elders have helped build character in you. You have always kept God strong in heart and in everything you do. Kristina will definitely miss your presence in school, but she knows her big brother will always be there for her. We know you will never change from the person you are and we can only look forward to what you will become.

Kevin, we are so very proud of you and love you very much.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Brian, Kristina & Kip
BEST WISHES

TO THE CLASS OF

2003
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Daryl,
We are so proud of all of your accomplishments these past years. We look forward to all those that await you.

Love,
Dad and Donna

James, Congratulations to my grandson. I'm so proud of you. Much success in your future.

Love,
Grandma Yo

Jenny
231 North Main Street
Lodi, N.J. 07644
779-8095 779-8190

Jenny
231 North Main Street
Lodi, N.J. 07644
779-8095 779-8190

PARTY LITE
Debbie Marolda - Consultant
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24 Old Rifle Camp Rd - West Paterson, NJ 07424
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Carissa,
You were six months old and full of fun.
With a blink of our eyes, you were suddenly one.
There were so many things we were going to do,
But we turned our heads and you turned two.
At two you were very dependent on me,
But independence took over when you turned three.
Your third birthday, another year I tried to ignore,
But when I lit the candles there weren't three but four.
Four was the year that you really strived.
Why, look at you now, you're already five.
Now you are ready for books and for rules.
This is the year you go to school.
The big day came, you were anxious to go.
We walked to school going oh, so slow.
As you waved goodbye,
I felt a lump in my throat and tears stung my eyes.
Time goes so fast, it's hard to believe.
That just yesterday you were home here with me.
These precious moments will live in our hearts,
Whether we're close or far apart.
You have made us so proud of you, Dare to dream.
Broadway Bound
Love
Mom and Dad
U2's humanitarian lead singer Bono visits Africa and tours Midwestern America to raise awareness and support for African AIDS epidemic relief.

Nuclear crisis arises when North Korean leader Kim Jong II breaks a 1994 pledge with the United States not to build nuclear weapons.

U.N. inspectors return to Iraq to investigate Saddam Hussein's alleged production of weapons of mass destruction.

A Halloween earthquake in San Giuliano di Puglia, Italy, topples an elementary school, killing dozens of children.

China's one-child-per-family policy creates an imbalanced boy-to-girl ratio that will result in tens of millions of men finding themselves single in the year 2020.

In October, a Moscow theater siege by Chechen rebels ends in a Russian special forces raid that kills the captors and at least 129 hostages.

Thousands die as storms and floods cause billions of dollars in damage in China and many countries across Europe.

Pope John Paul II travels to Toronto's Downsview Park in July to lead the World Youth Day vigil.
The Miss World beauty pageant leaves Nigeria after Islamic fundamentalist protest groups kill more than 100 people.

In Venezuela, an opposition strike demanding President Hugo Chavez's resignation paralyzes the country’s oil exports and turns to bloodshed as Chavez supporters retaliate.

The oil tanker Prestige spills more than 5 million gallons of oil off the northwestern coast of Spain before splitting in two and sinking.

Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter receives the Nobel Peace Prize for his decades of work for peace, democracy and human rights worldwide.

Once presumed dead, Al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden returns to Middle Eastern air waves with recorded anti-American threats.

In an effort to eliminate Al-Qaeda, the United States continues its war on terrorism by maintaining a steady military presence in Afghanistan.

Emergency workers in the United States and overseas receive smallpox vaccinations as a preventative measure against bioterrorism.

Over 100 people, mostly foreign tourists, are killed in an October terrorist bombing of two nightclubs in Bali, Indonesia.

In an effort to eliminate Al-Qaeda, the United States continues its war on terrorism by maintaining a steady military presence in Afghanistan.
After being subpoenaed to testify before a Massachusetts grand jury about sex abuse among Catholic priests, embattled Boston Cardinal Bernard Law resigns.

More than 25 states implement the Amber Alert System, which posts information about abducted children on TV and interstate signs, leading to the recovery of dozens of children nationwide.

For weeks in October, alleged snipers John Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo terrorize Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia, randomly killing 10 people and injuring three others.

The space shuttle Columbia breaks apart on reentry into the Earth's atmosphere, killing all seven astronauts aboard.

"The crew of the shuttle Columbia did not return safely to Earth, but we can pray they are safely home."

— President George W. Bush

On July 28, nine Pennsylvania coal miners are rescued after being trapped for three days in a mineshaft flooded with over 70 million gallons of water.

Midterm elections make history as Republicans, the party controlling the White House, gain congressional seats rather than losing them.

Several large corporations inflate profits while top executives make off with millions in accounting scandals that send shock waves through global markets.
In October, Minnesota Senator Paul Wellstone dies in a plane crash along with his wife, daughter and five other victims.

Sparked by summer drought, wildfires—including one set accidentally by a forlorn forest ranger—tear across the western United States.

A weakened economy repeatedly drives down interest rates and delivers retailers their worst holiday shopping season in decades.

President Bush signs the Homeland Security Act, officially creating a Department of Homeland Security dedicated to preventing terrorist attacks.

Throughout 2002, Americans search for ways to recover and rebuild from September 11. On the one-year anniversary, survivors, families and friends gather at all three sites to commemorate the lives lost.

Federal employees from the Transportation Security Administration begin screening all checked baggage and random passengers at airports.

The possibility of the United States waging war against Iraq meets disapproval both at home and abroad.

The U.S. Senate passes a resolution condemning a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling that reciting the Pledge of Allegiance in schools is unconstitutional.
SCI-TECH

Patients in Florida are the first to receive the VeriChip, a computer chip bearing personal medical data that is injected into the forearm.

Microsoft's Tablet PC enables users to write directly on the screen rather than typing on a keyboard.

The Journal of the American Medical Association reports that children who grow up with pets have a reduced risk of developing common allergies.

Maria de Jesus and Maria Teresa Quej-Alvarez, 1-year-old Guatemalan twins born joined at the head, are successfully separated after over 22 hours of surgery.

Just before burning up in Jupiter's atmosphere, the Galileo spacecraft captures the closest shots ever taken of Jupiter's moon Io.

SCI-TECH

ALLERGIES

Both Italian doctor Severino Antinori and Raelian scientists at Clonaid, who believe aliens created humans, claim to have produced the first cloned human. Neither claim is proven genetically.

El Niño causes snow and ice storms up and down the East Coast, rainstorms in California and a devastating December tornado in Mississippi.

A blanket of pollution over South Asia, dubbed the "Asian Brown Cloud," threatens the lives of millions worldwide with respiratory disease.
Early tests indicate an experimental vaccine to be 100 percent effective against the human papilloma virus that causes cervical cancer.

University of Arkansas researchers discover that microorganisms grow in conditions similar to those on Mars, suggesting the planet once hosted or currently hosts life.

For $300 to $1,000 per injection, people craving eternal youth attend BOTOX parties to inject the FDA-approved paralytic toxin into their skin to relax their muscle tissue.

General Motors introduces the Hy-wire—a car powered by hydrogen and oxygen that emits heat and water rather than harmful exhaust.

The nation’s largest outbreak of the West Nile Virus hits in summer 2002. The disease is spread by migrating birds and transmitted by mosquitoes.

The gun turret of the historic Civil War ironclad USS Monitor is raised from the floor of the Atlantic Ocean.

President Bush orders construction of a system that would defend the United States from ballistic missile attacks by 2004.

The newly discovered hunger hormone ghrelin is found to play a role in obesity by regulating what you eat and how much weight you gain.
The U.S. Education Department reports that average geography scores of the nation’s fourth and eighth graders, while low, have improved from 1994.

Ellula introduces HotAir Speakers, a set of battery-powered, inflatable speakers that are small enough to fit in your pocket when deflated.

Nickelodeon’s "SpongeBob Squarepants" ignites imaginations across the nation and appears on store shelves on everything from slippers to suspenders.

McDonald's unveils new lower-fat french fries due to the new Healthy Eating Pyramid and in response to many former patrons suing for making them overweight.

1970s peasant shirts are alive and well on runways and in school halls.

The Institute of Medicine announces that maintaining health now requires one hour of exercise daily, doubling the previous recommendation.

Jewelry designers LeAnn Carlson and Denise Gaskill add style to safety with Lauren’s Hope for a Cure medical ID bracelets.

Kmart rejuvenates the Joe Boxer brand with ads featuring the dancing Joe Boxer guy, Vaughn Lowery.
Everyone from hot young movie stars to aging rock stars sports the newest fashion trend, turquoise jewelry.

The cola war puts new flavors to the test, including Dr. Pepper Red Fusion, Pepsi Blue and Vanilla Coke.

Krispy Kreme lovers start a new tradition by celebrating their vows with doughnut wedding cakes.

Several companies introduce flavored water enhanced with vitamins and other nutrients.

European fashion hits the sidewalks and clubs of the United States with retro-style bowling shoes.

Busy singles try out speed dating, which gives couples several minutes to talk one-on-one before moving to a new partner at the next table.

The Mohawk makes a hair-raising comeback after being donned by everyone from U.S. World Cup star Clint Mathis to actor Ryan Phillippe.

Digital innovations include camera phones — cell phones that can transmit still and video images through mobile phone lines.
At the 2002 Academy Awards, Halle Berry and Denzel Washington win Best Actress and Best Actor Oscars. Berry is the first female African-American to win the award.

Spider-Man, starring Tobey Maguire and Kirsten Dunst, spins a $114 million opening weekend box-office record.

With over 6 million viewers, "The Osbournes" is the biggest hit in MTV's 21-year history.

Avid gamers tune in to G4, the first cable TV channel dedicated solely to video games.

Viewers return week after week for a bit of innocent American nostalgia on NBC's hit drama "American Dreams."

Ron, Harry and Hermione are back to hitting the books and battling evil forces in Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets.

"The Bachelor" and "The Bachelorette" keep millions tuned in to ABC to see who will receive an on-air marriage proposal.

PBS's "Sesame Street" introduces the Muppet Kami, an HIV-infected orphan, in an effort to educate young people worldwide about AIDS.
Jennifer Aniston wins her first Emmy Award and a Golden Globe for her role as the new mother Rachel Green on NBC's popular comedy “Friends.”

Virtual unknowns Nia Vardalos and John Corbett steal America's hearts in the year's surprise smash hit My Big Fat Greek Wedding.

Peter Jackson receives a Golden Globe Best Director nomination for The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers, the year's most anticipated sequel.

Cynical Simon Cowell and company stir up big ratings for Fox's "American Idol" and big record sales for winner Kelly Clarkson, a waitress from Texas.

After a two-year hiatus, Leonardo DiCaprio returns to the big screen with two holiday blockbusters, Gangs of New York and Catch Me If You Can.

Chicago, a film adaptation of the hit Broadway musical, wins three Golden Globes, including Best Picture: Musical or Comedy, and receives 13 Oscar nominations.

HBO Films' comedy Real Women Have Curves promotes positive self-image with the dazzling debut of Latin-American actress America Ferrera.

CBS scores a ratings doubleheader with a pair of forensic investigation dramas, “CSI: Crime Scene Investigation” and “CSI Miami.”
Newcomer Norah Jones takes home five Grammys, including Album of the Year, for *Come Away With Me*.

Multi-talented Eminem raps up five Grammy nominations for *The Eminem Show* and big box-office success in *8 Mile*.

Rocker Avril Lavigne and other "anti-Britneys," such as Vanessa Carlton and Michelle Branch, represent the new face of women in music.

Weezer teams up with the Muppets in the video for "Keep Fishin'," the second single from their hit album *Maladroit*.

Pop takes a new direction when former boy band favorites Nick Carter and Justin Timberlake break out with solo albums and tours.

Spanish trio Las Ketchup lands a summer hit with the catchy "Asereje" aka "The Ketchup Song (Hey Hah)."

R&B newcomer Ashanti becomes the first artist since the Beatles to have three singles from a debut album in *Billboard*’s Top 10 at the same time.

In April 2002, Lisa "Left Eye" Lopes, 30, of R&B band TLC, dies in a car crash on a Honduran highway.
Former Beatles rock legend Paul McCartney brings in $2 million a night, for a total of $103 million, on the year’s top-grossing tour.

In October, legendary hip-hop DJ Jam Master Jay of Run-DMC is shot and killed in a Queens, New York, music studio.

After a six-year romance, No Doubt’s Gwen Stefani marries Bush’s Gavin Rossdale in September.

Country crossover star Shania Twain hits No. 1 on the Billboard albums chart with Up!, a double CD with every song in both a pop and country version.

The Strokes, Spin magazine’s 2002 Band of the Year, lead a resurgence of rock ‘n’ rollers, including The Hives and The Vines.


Alan Jackson’s triple-platinum album Drive wins five Country Music Association Awards and is named the USA Today No.1 country album of 2002.

Nirvana, the famed grunge band’s long-awaited greatest hits album, features “You Know You’re Right,” the last recording Kurt Cobain made before his 1994 suicide.
Dallas Cowboy running back Emmitt Smith breaks Walter Payton's 16,727-yard mark to become the NFL's all-time leading rusher.

The Detroit Red Wings capture the 2002 NHL Stanley Cup over the Cinderella Carolina Hurricanes. It's a record ninth cup for retiring coach Scotty Bowman.

Serena and Venus Williams continue to dominate women's tennis, becoming the first sisters to be ranked No. 1 and No. 2 in the world.

The college football season is marred by violent confrontations involving fans, students and even coaches.

MVP Troy Glaus leads the scrappy Anaheim Angels to the 2002 World Series win over Barry Bonds and the San Francisco Giants, four games to three.

Despite an injured toe, Shaquille O'Neal powers the unstoppable Los Angeles Lakers to a third straight NBA championship title in May 2002.

Martha Burk of the National Council of Women's Organizations battles with Augusta National chairman William Johnson over the issue of female membership at the famous Georgia golf club.

An 18th place finish in the NASCAR season finale at Homestead-Miami Speedway is enough to earn Tony Stewart his first Winston Cup Series championship.
LPGA pro Annika Sorenstam, after a record-setting 13-win 2002 season worldwide, accepts an invitation to play the Colonial tournament on the men's 2003 PGA Tour.

The Ohio State Buckeyes beat the heavily favored Miami Hurricanes in double overtime to win the BCS National Championship. The 31-24 victory is the school's first national football title since 1968.

The new sport of SlamBall takes basketball to the extreme on a specially designed court with four trampolines in front of each hoop.

Skateboarding reaches new popularity heights thanks to the high visibility of the X Games and the "Tony Hawk's Pro Skater" video game series.

Surfing welcomes a tidal wave of women to the sport after receiving a Hollywood endorsement in the popular summer flick "Blue Crush."
The sports world loses two legends—baseball’s “Splendid Splinter” Ted Williams and Johnny Unitas, one of football’s greatest quarterbacks.

Zacarias Moussaoui, widely believed to be the 20th hijacker, goes on trial for his involvement in the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Martha Stewart faces charges of illegal stock trading after former Imclone president Sam Waksal allegedly tips her off regarding the company’s demise.

In show business since they were 9 months old, Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, 16, have amassed a $76 million fortune through their Dualstar Entertainment Group.

Veteran actor Richard Harris, known for his role as Hogwarts wise headmaster Albus Dumbledore, dies of Hodgkin’s disease at age 72.

Mentally challenged Ohio high school senior Jake Porter—who suited up for every practice and game for four years but never played—scores his first touchdown.

California’s Linda and Loretta Sanchez make history as the first sisters ever elected to Congress.

Mississippi Senator Trent Lott is widely criticized for apparent racist remarks he made at Senator Strom Thurmond’s 100th birthday party. In December, Lott resigns as majority leader.